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Abstract 
What is the central business of a local church? If the issues of 
pastoral care, congregational renewal or church growth have already 
got much attention of today clergy and lay leaders, what is the part 
of social ministry in a church? However, the teaching of Jesus Christ 
is clear to the Christian communities that they have to turn to the 
poor and address the needs of their neighbors. Framework derived 
from Hessel and Morisy has been used to see how social ministry is 
administered in different congregations of the Methodist churches in 
Hong Kong. Findings in this case study show that there is integration 
of evangelism, education and social service among Methodist 
congregations as stipulated in the Mission Statement of the 
Methodist Church, Hong Kong. Though the ministers being 
interviewed have not achieved any social reform in their practice of 
social ministry, they are doing their best to apply themselves to the 
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A. Background for the study 
In the discussion of the relationship between community work and mission of the 
church, the church is taken to be the body of Christ，which has the function of 
realizing the mission of the Kingdom of God with specific considerations of the needs 
of the community. 1 However, there was great controversy over the relationship 
between proclamation of the gospel and action of social services among the Chinese 
Christian communities in the 80,s in the last century.� The major arguments are 
whether social service should be taken as an independent action or it should be used 
as a means for the church to preach the gospel as pre-evangelism. Besides，there is 
also the saying that evangelism and social concern can come together as a kind of 
working partnership. Lo Lung-kwong further brings out a model, which first appeared 
in his publication in 1982^: evangelism is the integration of proclamation of Christ 
and provision of services for the needy. Yet, the significance of social concern as 
manifestation of God's love in society has long been recognized by different 
denominations in the 50's and 60，s in the last century in Hong Kong. 
Apart from Hong Kong Council of Social Service, which played a very important role 
in providing social services and relief work for the refugees coming from the 
mainland China to Hong Kong in the 50’s onwards, different church denominations 
got active participation in the matters of family cases; caring of children; welfare for 
the elderly, handicapped; provision of relief work, housing, occupation training, 
recreational activities; and services for the women.4 At the beginning of the 60,s, the 
American Baptist Foreign Mission Society, American Friends Service Committee, 
Church of Christ in China, Methodist Missionary Society, Methodist Committee for 
Overseas Relief, Lutheran World Federation/World Service, Sheng Kung Hui, World 
Salvation Army, Hong Kong Lutheran Churches, Southern Baptist Mission, United 
Presbyterian Mission, Chinese Methodist Churches and so on are members of the HK 
1盧龍光編著：《愛你的鄰舍-教會社區工作理論與實踐》(台北：校園書房出版社，2003 )，75。 
2盧龍光編著：《愛你的鄰舍一教會社區工作理論與實踐》’ 1 5 3 - 1 5 9 � T h e debate about the 
relationship between evangelism and social action was also heated in the West in the 80's. Faith and 
works should never be torn separately. John Gladwin thinks that the proclamation of the Good News 
and loving action for the neighbors must never be separated. See John Gladwin, God's People in God's 




Christian Welfare and Relief Council, which co-ordinates the relief work assumed by 
various Christian bodies and organizations at that time.5 
As indicated by Ying Fuk-tsang, the relief work includes the institution of 'milk bar' 
(、派奶站)，which distributes milk and biscuits; distribution of food and used clothes; 
running nurseries, child care centers, children village in Wu Kai Sha; as well as 
provision of basic housing and education facilities for the influx of Chinese 
immigrants from China.^ 
Among the various denominations, the Chinese Methodist Churches had good 
contributions in the establishment of kindergartens and primary schools in 
newly-developed areas. They also provided primary education and recreational 
facilities on roof-tops of resettlement estates in places such as Kwun Tong, Wang Tau 
Hum, Lam Tin, Tai Wo Hau, Wong Tai Sin and Li Cheng Uk for the poor children 
who did not enjoy proper schooling in the 50's and 60's.^ Another distinctive 
charitable work was the building of cottage resettlement areas for the squatters in the 
60,s. The three Christian villages were Wesley Village (衛其斤理村)，Asbury Village 
(亞其斤理村)，and Epworth Village (愛華村)，while there was the establishment of St. 
Andrew's by the Sea Village (愛德村）for the fishermen in Tai Po in 1969.8 ^^^^ 仇e 
increased commitments of the British colonial government in the provision of free and 
compulsory education as well as public housing from the 70，s onwards, all these 
schools on the roof-tops and Christian villages were no longer in use one by one. 
However, the needs of the poor, the underprivileged are always the concern of the 
Methodist Church. 
In the declaration of her Mission Statement, evangelism, education and social service 
are three clearly-stated actions to be taken for the establishment of a secure and 
flourishing Hong Kong, in which people can enjoy justice and democracy.^ Preaching 
the gospel is never taken to be the only concern of the Methodist Church. Faith in 
action is expressed in education, social services and these two are in response to the 
needs of the community. Evangelistic work is merely one of the many endeavors of 
5邢福增：《香港基督教史研究導論》，149-150� 
6邢福增：《香港基督教史硏究導論》，144-152 ° 
7 Refer to the History of the Methodist Church, Hong Kong. 
http://www.methodist.org.hk/main_historY.html (2008/3/24) 
8 Refer to the History of the Methodist Church, Hong Kong. 
http://www.methodist.org.hk/main history.html (2008/3/24) See also 开卩福增：《香港基督教史硏究導 
論》，239 0 For greater details，refer to邢福增：《願祢的國降臨一戰後香港「基督教新村」的個案 
硏究》（香港：建道神學院，2002)。 
9 For the Declaration of her Mission Statement, refer to 
http://www.methodist.orR.hk/inain declaration.html (2008/3/24). 
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the Methodist Church. With an overview of the structure of the Church, it is found 
that local parish churches/chapels are placed side by side with the kindergartens and 
nurseries, primary and secondary schools; as well as social service centres and dental 
clinics, etc under the three divisions of ‘Missions and Pastoral Care Division', ‘School 
Education Division', and ‘Social Services D i v i s i o n , . � 
Under the heading of "Who is my Neighbor?”，five articles are written to state the 
social responsibility of Christians; the necessity of the church be involved in social 
actions; the need to serve the poor; as well as the integration of proclamation of the 
gospel and social services in evangelism." This is a collection of essays on the 
mission of the church published in 1984, and the significance of social service among 
the various tasks of the church is recognized. 
The stance of the Methodist Church on her social involvements remained the same 
before the sovereignty and political handover of the city from the British Government 
to the People's Republic of China in about 1997. In the 'Pastoral Bulletin 1997,, it 
re-states the roles of church as the prophet and servant of God, who has to function as 
the salt and light in society; to fight against powers and principalities; to struggle with 
the helpless, the oppressed; to work for the well-being and welfare of the people in 
Hong Kong, China and the world in solidarity; and the Church will not form political 
parties or powers in one way or another to gain special rights or benefits.'^ This 
pastoral bulletin released by the pastors of the Methodist Church does not merely 
show their genuine concern for the poor, the oppressed but it also reflects their moral 
courage to fight for peace and justice against powers, especially when Hong Kong 
was faced with great political and social uncertainties and people were living in the 
shadow of the issue of 1997. 
While marching to the century, the second Five Year Plan was issued in 2005，in 
which the close corporate relationship between the local churches, schools and social 
service centres is r e i n f o r c e d ” The essence of this document is on the reshaping of 
their relationships, emphasizing that there should be ‘Connexion，（耳節屬）among the 
local churches, schools and social service centres in the same pa r i sh ‘ � s o that they can 
Refer to the Structure of the Methodist Church, Hong Kong. 
http://www.methodist.org.hk/inain structure.html (2008/3/24) 
“吳思源編：《邁向明天一循道衛理教會對宣教使命的反省》（香港：循道衛理聯合教會文字事工 
委貢會，1984) ’ 147-171。 
12 For the Pastoral Bulletin 1997, refer to http://www.iTiethodist.org.hk/main pastoral.html 
(2008/3/24). 
13 For the Year Plan of the Methodist Church, Hong Kong in the 21't Century, refer to 
http://www.methodist.om.hk/l023/2nd 5YP.pdf(2008/3/24). 
14 Apart from dividing the local churches and chapels according to the International Church Circuit, 
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share common resources, shoulder holistic responsibilities while living out their 
missions with faith, love and co-operation” 
From the 50's and 60's in the last century to the century, the Methodist Church 
shows her long-term commitment in education and social services, as well as 
incessant efforts to address the needs of the poor and the needy. Undeniably, other 
denominations have also got great contributions in society when dated back to the 
time that Hong Kong was still a British colony. However, the focus of this paper will 
be made mainly on the work of the Methodist Church. 
This paper is a qualitative study of a few local Methodist churches to see how their 
faith in action is realized in the local contexts. The findings are used to explore what 
factors are significant in shaping the direction and implementation of social ministry 
in different Methodist churches. 
B. Reasons for having this study 
In the Declaration of the Mission Statement of the Methodist Church, Hong Kong, it 
claims that there is integration of evangelistic activity, education and social services in 
the Methodist churches in Hong Kong. As a Methodist who has joined different 
activities in church for a number of years, I am interested to know how social ministry 
is practiced in the local churches. If there is a Methodist social service centre nearby, 
the participation of the neighboring church in social service is merely having several 
church members served as board members of the management committee of the 
Centre, and hence I have to say this kind of participation is very minimal. Thus, I 
would like to find out what is the real scenario. What kind of ministry is practiced by 
the Methodist Church? This will be done by selecting a few Methodist churches in 
this study. 
C. Aims of this study 
1. To find out what kind of social ministry is practiced in the selected Methodist 
churches and how do they respond to the needs of the community; 
Hong Kong Circuit, Kowloon East Circuit and Kowloon West Circuit, the Methodist Church schools 
and social service centres have been placed in different parishes. Proximity is the primary consideration. 
As an illustration, Sha Tin Methodist Church, Ma On Shan Methodist Church, Kwong Yuen Methodist 
Chapel, Ma On Shan Methodist Primary School, Sha Tin Methodist Primary School and Sha Tin 
Methodist College belong to the same parish, i.e. Sha Tin Parish. For the Structure of the Methodist 
Church, Hong Kong, refer to http://www.tnethodist.org.hk/inain structure.html (2008/3/24). 
15 http://www.methodist.ora.hk/1 Q23/2nd 5YP.pdf, 18.(2008/3/24) 
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2. To distinguish in what ways do these churches deviate from the framework of 
social ministry as derived from Dieter Hessel and Ann Morisy; and 
3. To discuss what factors are significant in the administration of social ministry in 
individual Methodist churches. 
5 
Chapter 2 
Study on Church & Social Ministry 
The theme of this paper is focused on social ministry and the purpose of the study is 
to find out how it is implemented in Methodist churches in Hong Kong. Thus before 
getting into the study, it is necessary to go into the initial stage - that is to understand 
what is meant by the ‘church’ and then the scholarly definition of ‘social ministry'. 
A. Our understanding of the church 
In response to this question, 'What is the church?', people may give answers like it is 
a fellowship, a believing community, a caring community, the people of God, the 
body of Christ or a priesthood of all believers.' The ones who read the scriptures may 
add that the church is the pilgrim people, led by God out of the wilderness of the 
world's life to the promised land of the Kingdom with Christ as the head, the leader? 
When compared with the other discussions, we find Christology dominated early 
theological discussion; the atonement of Jesus received full attention in the Middle 
Ages; sacraments got great attention in the late Middle Age and Reformation periods; 
but the doctrine of the church, ecclesiology, had hardly passed its pre-theological 
phase until the First Assembly of the World Council of Churches held in 1948 in 
Amsterdam.3 The discussion of ecclesiology is said to go side by side with the rise of 
the ecumenical movement as people start to probe into the issue of the unity of the 
church when they search for the unity of the mission.^ 
Colin Williams divides the history of the ecumenical ecclesiology into three periods, 
marked by the assemblies of the World Council of Churches.5 The first period is said 
to be from Amsterdam 1948 to Evanston 1954, and it is the search for a common 
ecclesiology with Paul Minear's Images of the Church in the New Testament as 
‘Michael Jinkins, The Churches Faces Death: Ecclesiology in a Post-Modern Context (New York, 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 69-70. 
2 When people say in this way, we can guess they are probably referring to the descriptions found in 
the Book of Exodus in the Hebrew Bible. 
3 Colin W. Williams, New Directions in Theology Today: Volume IV The Church (London: Lutterworth 
Press, 1969)，11. 
4 Colin W. Williams, New Directions in Theology Today: Volume IV The Church, 12. Literature on the 
study of church often goes with the discussion of mission. Church and mission seem to be closely 
related. The theme of church and mission will be further discussed later. 
5 Colin W. Williams, New Directions in Theology Today: Volume IV The Church, 14. 
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representative of the rich fruit of the biblical study of this period.^ In the second 
period (from Evanston 1954 to New Delhi 1961), there is a change in the emphasis 
and ‘mission’ is added as an essential mark of the church. In the search for the true 
unity of the church, one does not only look for the visible signs of 'Word' and 
'Sacraments', but also looks for the event of obedience to the mission of Christ/ In 
the third period (from Delhi 1961 to Uppsala 1968), the Church is taken to be existed 
for the world as it is called to the service of mankind, of the world. The World 
Council of Churches has the study on "The Missionary Structure of the Congregation" 
with the slogan of ‘God-World-Church,, which points to the humble position of the 
church - that it is the servant of God's mission in and for the world.^ Williams' 
descriptions of the phrasal development of the doctrine of the church from the 50’s to 
the early 70，s in the last century give us insights into the marks as well as the 
changing roles of the church. The church is taken to be the servant of God and its role 
is to be involved in God's mission in the world and for the world. 
Apart from looking at the essence of the church and following its changing images, 
we can also perceive it by taking it as different models. Avery Dulles interprets the 
church by using five models: the church as institution; the church as mystical 
communion; the church as sacrament; the church as herald; and the church as 
servant.^ These five models allow us to have further understanding of how the church 
plays its various functions or roles. What has impressed me from the work of 
Williams and Dulles is their interpretation of the role of church as the servant. Both 
Williams and Dulles have brought forward the distinguished role of the church, which 
should be humble and serve the world as the servant of God's mission. The serving 
role of the church will remain very unique when the exploration of the nature and 
marks of the church continues in the following discussion. 
Dulles further delineates there are the sociological and theological aspects of the term 
‘ C h u r c h , � � F r o m the point of view of sociology, 'church' can be used to designate 
any groups of men who consider themselves to be and actually they are considered to 
be followers of Christ; whereas theologically, 'church' refers to the mystery of Christ, 
the mystery of grace." Dulles' models help us to understand different perspectives of 
the church. 
6 Colin W. Williams, New Directions in Theology Today: Volume IV The Church, 14. 
7 Colin W. Williams, New Directions in Theology Today: Volume IV The Church, 15. 
8 Colin W. Williams, New Directions in Theology Today: Volume IV The Church, 16-23. 
9 Avery Dulles, Models of the Church (Goldenbridge, Dublin: Gill and Macmillan Ltd., 1988), 34-102. 
10 Avery Dulles, Models of the Church, 123. 
‘‘Avery Dulles, Models of the Church, 123. 
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Bloesch opines that the marks of the church are re-considered especially in the light of 
the Vatican Council II. 12 As what Dietrich Bonhoeffer has said, the church is not 
considered to be just existent for its own sake, but for the o t h e r s . " Again, Pablo 
Richard puts forward a new model of church, which can also be taken as the 'church 
of the poor’. 14 
Nicholas Healy maintains that the church has a twofold ontological structure — the 
primary one is spiritual and invisible, often described as the church's "true nature" or 
‘‘its essence" whereas the other aspect is the everyday, empirical reality of the church, 
having its institutions and activities.'^ According to this construal, the church is said 
to be having two-aspects of manifestation, one is primary and invisible while another 
is visible, which expresses the invisible aspect of the church. Following this line of 
discussion, a theologian of the Roman Catholicism, Karl Rahner, has contributions to 
the notion of the church with his model of ‘sacrament，while addressing the two-fold 
structure of the church. 
According to Karl Rahner, the church is the fundamental sign, parallel notion to 
sacrament, and incarnate presence of Christ and his g r a c e . I n his view, the church as 
sacraments, which are expected to cause grace, is the sign of the 'incarnational' 
presence of God in the world of man which is "real, permanent and ever v a l i d " . T h e 
presence of God is reflected by the visible nature of God's grace through the 
sacraments. If I follow this line of argument, I will think more about the role of the 
followers of Christ. As members of the church, they have to be involved in the visible 
manifestation of the signs, of the grace of God. People of the church have their parts 
to contribute by showing the incarnation of God in the world. 
As a brief summary and pinpointing the nature or essence as suggested by various 
scholars, we find Dulles' five models of church, having one model as the servant; 
Rahner's notion of the church as sacraments expresses the incarnation of the presence 
12 Donald G. Bloesch, The Church: Sacraments, Worship, Ministry, Mission, 39-40. 
13 As Dietrich Bonhoeffer says, "The church is the church only when it exists for others. To make a 
start, it should give away all its property to those in need." It is excerpt taken from his Letters and 
Papers from Prison. In other words, the church does not exist for its own sake and it has to show 
concern and render services to the others. See Dietrich Bonhoeffer, "The Church for Others," in 
Readings in World Mission, ed. Norman Thomas (London: SPCK, 1995), 87. 
14 Pablo Richard, "The Popular Church," in Readings in World Mission, ed. Norman Thomas (London: 
SPCK, 1995), 98. It is excerpt taken from his Death of Christendoms: Birth of the Church. 
15 Nicholas M. Healy, Church, World and the Christian Life: Practical — Prophetic Ecclesiology 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 28. 
16 Karl Rahner, Theological Investigations Volume II Man in the Church, trans. Karl-H. Kruger 
(London: Darton, Longman & Todd Ltd., 1963), 73-74. 
17 Karl Rahner, Theological Investigations Volume II Man in the Church, 76. 
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of God and His grace in the world of man, which is real, valid and visible; 
Bonhoeffer's concept of church is one that exists for others; the church in Richard's 
mind is church of the poor; as well as William's three phrases of the development of 
the doctrine of the church has distinguished the church as the servant of God's 
mission in and for the world. Though the history of the development of ecclesiology 
is comparatively short when compared with other theological discussions as critiqued 
• • 1 o 
by Williams , we can see the roles of church have been changing. As said being 
developed side by side with the rise of the ecumenical movement, which has been 
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, we find the study of the church can be 
made alongside with the mission of the church. Hence, I would like to make a little 
shift of the focus of the following discussion from a general study of what is meant by 
the church to the exploration of the ‘church in mission,. 
B. Church in Mission 
In the discussion of the church in mission and the shifts in Christian understanding 
regarding the relationship between church and mission, the world missionary 
conferences are considered to be of primary importance. ^^  In the aftermath of the 
Second World War, Bosch points out that there is a shift in the emphasis on a 
church-centered mission (Tambaram 1938) to a mission-centered c h u r c h严 It is said 
that the Willingen meeting of 1952 began to develop new model — the church is 
recognized neither the starting point nor the goal of mission, as God's salvific work is 
2 1 
taken to be preceding both church and mission. The concept of missio Dei comes 
in. 
To date to the time in the early 40,s of the last century, Karl Barth was thought to be 
one of the first theologians who started to articulate mission as an activity of God 
when he read a paper at the Brandenburg Missionary Conference in 1932.^^ The 
Barthian influence was crucial and his influence on missionary thinking was asserted 
to be reaching a peak at the Willingen Conference of the IMC (International 
Missionary Council), 1952. It was taken to be the time that the idea (not the exact 
term) missio Dei was first surfaced clearly. Mission was then linked with the doctrine 
of the Trinity that the doctrine on missio Dei was regarded as God the Father, Son and 
18 Colin W. Williams, New Directions in Theology Today: Volume IV The Church, 11. 
19 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission (Maryknoll, New 
York: Orbis Books, 1991), 369. 
20 David J, Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, 370. 
21 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, 370. 
22 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, 389. 
23 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, 390. 
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Holy Spirit sending the church into the world. To flesh out the missio Dei concept, it 
is said that mission is not primarily an activity of the church but an attribute of God.24 
Having a theocentric focus on mission as the missio Dei replaced the former 
church-centric focus, Jurgen Moltmann focused on Christ's messianic mission and the 
creative mission of the Spirit, in which the church participates.^^ Mission is then seen 
as a movement from God to the world and Bosch contends that to participate in 
mission is to participate in the movement of God's love toward people.^^ Hence, 
‘mission, becomes the purpose of the church. 
Following the line of thought of Barth, or Moltmann, the primary purpose of church 
in mission will not be simply planting of churches or the saving of souls?^ In Bosch's 
term mission is ‘primarily and ultimately the work of the Triune God, Creator, 
Redeemer, and Sanctifier for the sake of the world, a ministry in which the church is 
privileged to participate.' So the notions of 'church' and ‘church in mission' are 
then closely linked up. Back to the initial discussion on what is meant by the church, 
we can briefly summarize as the following: the church is made up of the people who 
are called out by God and they experience salvation, and the grace of God through the 
administering of sacraments in church. God's concern is for the entire world, and 
'mission' is God's turning to the world. Bearing in mind the role of church as the 
servant of God, we can expect the church should turn to the world, to the people that 
God loves. 
C. Social responsibility of the church 
Therefore, we may ask two questions — What is the church doing in response to the 
concern of God for the entire world and the humanity? Are the clergy and laity 
serving the world, the community as the servant of God?' 
Roger Shinn challenges the affluent churches to ask themselves what their real 
purpose is and in what way they can use some of their wealth for a just cause or 
identify with the victims of injustice, as he thinks the comfort in an affluent church 
24 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, 390. 
25 IMC, Willingen, 1952，"The Church's Missionary Obligation," in Readings in World Mission, ed. 
Norman Thomas (London: SPCK, 1995), 102. 
26 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, 390. The church 
has to participate in the mission of God and march forward to show the love of God for the humanity. 
David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, 391. 
28 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, 392. 
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dulls one's sharpness of the Word of God.^^ Shinn's concern is for the ministry of the 
church, which is more than merely provision of social services. The issue of justice 
gets his attention. Besides, what John Wesley advocated in England in the 1 c e n t u r y 
was to turn to the plight of the poor; to respond to the action of God among the poor, 
the despised, the oppressed and the marginalized. His evangelization of the poor 
entails more than simply preaching to people, as he sought to help the poor help 
themselves•卯 
However, we find Dieter Hessel's comments on the church's social responsibility are 
quite negative in the 90，s of the 20th century. His observations of many church 
congregations, preachers and their ministries are simply ignoring Jesus' commands 
regarding wealth, violence, hospitality to strangers, love of enemies, racial equality, 
sex and marriage as well as service rendered to others.^' Hessel asserts that a whole 
church should have a whole ministry, which has a ‘social’ orientation; but to his 
disappointment, even those churches have involved themselves socially expect to do 
less social mission as it is taken to be not their central business. The church 
presented by Hessel is the one which is contrastively different from God who is 
considered to be fully social and radically present in the world. One of the reasons 
accounts for the church congregations who are more eagerly concerned about one's 
personal morality is due to the tendency towards parochialism and privatism in 
ministry. B 
Nevertheless, God's love and His care for the humanity are consistent. Church 
members are also called to share in that concern. John Gladwin even says, 
'Involvement in society is an aspect of being human as God intends us to be. There is 
no escape and no reason for escape.,34 The discrepancy between the concern of God 
and the concern of the church motivates Hessel to look into the tasks of the church. 
Hessel,s social orientation originates from his understanding of the attributes of God, 
which are radically social, and thus congregations are expected to be committed to the 
29 Roger L. Shinn, "The Church in an Affluent Society," in The Church Amid Revolution, ed. Harvey G. 
Cox (New York: Association Press, 1967), 86-87. 
John Wesley and his followers took up collections for the needy as well as organized clinics, 
co-operatives and credit unions. See Theodore W. Jennings, Jr., "Good News to the Poor in the 
Wesleyan Heritage," in Theology and Evangelism in the Wesleyan Heritage, ed. James C. Logan 
(Nashville, Tennessee: Abingdon Press, 1994), 143-144. 
Dieter T. Hessel, Social Ministry, revised ed. (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster, John Knox Press, 
1992), 12. 
32 Dieter T. Hessel, Social Ministry, 9-15. 
33 Dieter T. Hessel, Social Ministry, 11. 
34 John Gladwin, God's people in God's people: Biblical motives for social involvement (Downers 
Grove, III.: Inter-Varsity Press, 1979), 184. 
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ministry leading to social transformation, human fulfillment as well as to 
congregational renewal and church growth. ^^  To Hessel, social ministry cannot 
remain peripheral, optional but rather to be central and necessary to the life of the 
church. 
D. Definition of social ministry 
We may have to ask, ‘What is social ministry? And how does it help the church to 
respond to the calling of God and turn to the suffering people in the world? In David 
Bos' term, social ministry is ‘a dimension of the total ministry of any religious 
body... and its congregation responds in faith, hope and love to the neighborhood.'^^ 
Hessel defines it as 'a comprehensive and a qualitative endeavor that encompasses the 
whole life of the church.. .(It) includes responses to issues and methods of action, but 
this ministry is more than the sum of the issue parts, and it cannot be reduced to a set 
of actions methods.' ^^  Then we may perhaps further ask, 'What elements or 
characteristics can we find in the church that one can claim social ministry is in action 
in that church?' 
Hessel suggests that the following six characteristics can be used to study a church 
and see what kind of ministry it is engaged in. Moreover, instead of having the term, 
‘social ministry', as he would like to eliminate the distance between 'social' and 
'ministry', another term ‘a whole ministry in society’ is used as well. According to 
Hessel, a church which practices whole ministry is expected to have the following 
characteristics 
First, the social ministry should be the work of all baptized Christians, and thus both 
the clergy and the laity have to contribute to its development. 
Second, a whole ministry should not be privatized by merely focusing the liturgy and 
preaching; Christian education; pastoral care and counseling; and empowering lay 
ministry within the parish. In addition, rendering social service; developing 
community organization; taking public policy action; and assuming corporate 
responsibility should also be the parish commitment. 
Dieter T. Hessel, Social Ministry, 8. 
36 A. David Bos, A Practical Guide to Community Ministry (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster, John 
Knox Press, 1993)，1. 
37 Dieter T. Hessel, Social Ministry, 18. 
38 Dieter T. Hessel, Social Ministry, 18-23. 
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Third, a range of action strategies should be employed to respond to any major justice 
or peace issues as well as the needs of the people in the community. 
Fourth, the social ministry reflects theological-ethical discipline that specific social 
problems are tackled within a larger framework of faith and ethics. 
Fifth, the ministry can respond to timely priorities, deal with root causes, and offer 
integrated responses that are both sustainable and catalytic. 
Sixth, a whole ministry should strike the balance between word and deed, between 
corporate and individual action, between public and private faith, between efforts to 
change structures and acts of social service, between advocacy of justice and response 
to personal hurts and so on. 
As a critique to the understanding of social ministry, I think Hessel contributes by 
having a more balanced view on church ministries. Having spiritual development and 
doing justice should not be conflicting issues while Christian faith can have both 
private and public foci. A nurturing church can also be involved in social reform.39 In 
his view, the polarity between social and spiritual is false and it is not necessary to 
have such kind of dichotomy. 
There are a number of scripture passages quoted to illustrate that God is doing justice 
for the oppressed and the poor (Jeremiah 22:16); Christians should get participation in 
the community (Philippians 2:1-16) and what their practical stewardship should be 
like (Ephesians 4:17-5:17).'^^ These quotations are used to exemplify that the way of 
living before the Lord is in solidarity with one's neighbors, with the Lord and with all 
humanity. This is also the way how Hessel sees the tasks of a church by using the 
words of Gustavo Gutierrez, saying that ‘Life in the Spirit results in a common 
spirituality that converts us to the neighbor, the oppressed person, the exploited class, 
the despised race, the dominated country.'^' In his interpretation of the attributes of 
God and the message of the scriptures, as well as having identification with the 
theologian of liberation, Christian faith should be having both its spiritual and social 
dimensions. However, the church is seen by him as always having struggles over 
priorities of its mission. 
There is another argument of Hessel that we can pay heed to. Making quotations from 
39 Dieter T. Hessel, Social Ministry, 24. 
40 Dieter T. Hessel, Social Ministry, 26-27. 
41 Dieter T. Hessel, Social Ministry, 27. 
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Dean Hoge, Hessel claims that ‘the main opposition to church social action is the 
argument against social reform, not the argument against involvement of the 
institutional church in public mission'.^^ Then we may probe into another question, 
'Is a church engaged in social ministry necessarily gearing toward social 
transformation or making endeavor to achieve radical social reform?' 
There is discussion stemmed from the story of Exodus, which may help us to think 
more about the role of Christian bodies. Regarding the narrative of the Israelites' 
leaving Egypt and getting into the 'promised land', D. Jebaraj uses Isaiah (42:5-9; 
49:8-13) to argue the experience that the Israelites got in the Exodus is not merely a 
political liberation that humans can enjoy economic prosperity, but it shows how the 
liberative act of God linked up with the responsibility of the liberated p e o p l e . I f the 
people of God would like to become light of the nations, God's justice and 
righteousness can be exercised and felt. In this way, the understanding of the exodus 
experience is needed not only for the poor and the oppressed but for everyone. Using 
the notion of liberation, we can imagine the situation should be like this: Humans are 
liberated so that they can in turn liberate others. 
Taking the above argument by Jebaraj into consideration, I have better understanding 
of the stance of Hessel on taking more radical actions in order to achieve social 
reform and transformation. 
E. Tasks of the church 
In his discussion of the tasks of the church, we can summarize Hessel's views by the 
fo l lowing :44 
First, the church's vocation is to work for human liberation as God is known through 
exodus and covenant for the weak and helpless of the land; while Jesus Christ is 
understood from the gospels to be liberator of the socially oppressed. 
Second, because the gospel is identified with the historical struggle of the oppressed 
to gain freedom and justice, Christian churches and their members must be engaged in 
the quest for justice, mercy and peace in the world. 
42 Dieter T. Hessel, Social Ministry, 29. 
43 D. Jebaraj, "Exodus: A Paradigm of Salvation and Liberation," in Sharing Good Ne^s with the Poor, 
ed. Bruce J., Nicholls and Beulah R. Wood (Carlisle, Cumbria, UK: Paternoster Press; Grand Rapids, 
MI: Baker Book House, 1996)，36-38. 
M Dieter T. Hessel, Social Ministry, 32-33. 
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Third, moving in a more holistic direction, the conventional parish habits have to be 
changed just like the word and deed of Jesus so that congregation can have both 
personal and social faithfulness in a context of meaningful worship-nurture-witness. 
With his identification with the oppressed, seeking consistence with the praxis of 
Jesus Christ, the church as understood by Hessel has to attend to personal virtues and 
social responsibilities. In the process of seeking justice and fighting for the welfare of 
the poor or the oppressed, a church in her active form will not avoid taking more 
radical actions in order to have societal transformation. 
In the discussion of church and its mission, social ministry is found to be used 
interchangeably with another term ‘community ministry'. In the provision of a brief 
definition, community ministry is claimed to be having a mission which enables 
Christians to act like Christians; feeds people's imagination so that the significance of 
the gospel can be sensed; and it can be a force for positive change in society,) No 
matter whether which term is used, 'social ministry' or ‘community ministry', having 
some kind of community involvement becomes an accepted feature of church life. 
Ann Morisy and her book, Beyond the Good Samaritan add to our understanding of 
social ministry. She has contributions by enlarging the circles of the people who serve 
the needy and the community to both Christians and non-Christians. Echoing with 
Raymond Fung, Morisy presents her views that running community ministry projects 
can provide good opportunities for Christians and non-Christians to work alongside 
with one a n o t h e r . T h o s e having different faiths can work together with the ones 
who do not have any faith. In this way it is said to be able to trigger ‘an awakening of 
faith’ among the people who do not often think about the Christian faith.^^ Looking 
into the administering of community work from this perspective, the charity work and 
projects of various kinds are not taken merely to be means of pre-evangelism. But 
rather it offers a chance for those who seldom go to the church meet with both the 
clergy and laity because of a common goal of rendering services or fighting for the 
well-being of the poor and the oppressed. 
Moreover, it is highly possible that the poor and the dispossessed, who are apparently 
the recipients of care and concern, preach the gospel because the poor are thought to 
be likely trigger for transformation of those who try to offer care and concern for the 
45 Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission (London: Herndon, VA: 
Mowbray, 1997), ix. 
46 Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission, 11. 
47 Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission, 11. 
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48 needy. The encounter with the poor and the marginalized is considered to be having 
impact on the secure as the significance of this encounter is based on Jesus' insistence 
that when we are alongside the homeless, the prisoner, the sick and the stranger, we 
minister to him (Matthew 25: 31-46).'^^ In her mind, the essence of this passage in the 
Gospel of Matthew coincides with the teaching of Jesus Christ, which also gives very 
strong biblical support for members of the church to identify with the have-nots and 
the marginalized. In this way, we can say the impact of social ministry is not merely 
on the ones being served; whereas the ones who serve are also benefited. 
Generally speaking, there are two viewpoints presented by Morisy that add to our 
understanding of social ministry as maintained by Hessel. One is the wider view of 
Christian discipleship. Another is the discussion of deep literacy that brought forth by 
social or community ministry. 
The task of the local church is not just to give Christians opportunity to worship but 
also to give a chance for Christians and others to engage in public action. The 
increasing number of projects undertaken by churches and caring services rendered to 
others including the non-Christian communities are taken to be expression of the 
'venturesome love' which is at the heart of discipleship.^^ This act does not merely 
form links between private faith and public action but also enables Christians to 
develop critical capacity which can counteract the dominant value system of society. 
And the notion of discipleship goes beyond the personal well-being of individuals or 
the maintenance of the church as a corporate entity. It challenges members of the 
church to have theological reflections that Christian bodies can no longer assume the 
passive role of living as conformists, ‘avoid(ing) risks' as a wise maxim for modern 
living; instead, they have to be ready for taking ‘the risk of faith in action', to be 
prepared to experience struggles, changes as well as to be bold enough to take up the 
radical agenda of the gospel.^^ When the followers of Jesus Christ realize their 
discipleship in this way, they will not be onlookers but the ones who are doing 
theology in their lives. 
In addition, the illustrations of Paulo Freire and his endeavors to promote ‘deep 
literacy' among the peasants in Brazil and Chile are used to show that Christians and 
members of the church are too ready to accept the ideas and thoughts headed down 
48 Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission, 6-8. 
49 Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission, 7. 
5G Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission, 15-16. 
51 Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission, 16. 
52 Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission, 19-21. 
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from the heritage of the church as a kind of cultural inheritance.^^ The poor people or 
those who are being marginalized, excluded are the target groups that Freire aims to 
enable them to understand the policies, the social structures that shape and constrain 
their lives. However, from the radical perspective of Freire, community ministry is a 
product of the dominant class without requiring significant ‘life changes' from those 
who benefit from the status quo.54 In other words, the kind of deep literacy or 
awakened consciousness may not necessarily lead to liberation for the oppressed. 
Nevertheless, taking the issue more positively, community ministry of the church can 
still help the more affluent to understand the place of justice at the heart of the gospel 
as well as see the need to struggle against various shaping powers if justice and love 
have to prevail.^^ 
Morisy concludes that community ministry and the more radical approaches to social 
transformation are not in opposition to each other, while the faith communities have 
to strive to make things better by engaging in humble dialogue among the rich and 
poor, as well as among the mainstream and the m a r g i n a l i z e d . 
In the discussions on what is meant by the church, the models of the church, church in 
mission, as well as the notion of social or community ministry of a church, we can 
envisage a holistic picture regarding the tasks of a church. 
As a short concluding remark, the church is made up of people who belong to the 
triune God. Those people are called out to serve as the servants of the Heavenly 
Father while the church is also the body of Christ. The church is sent by the Triune 
God to serve in and for the world. This service and participation are not limited to the 
Christians, but the non-Christians are also included when they are involved in 
community projects. Both Hessel and Morisy maintain the social orientation of 
community ministry and the ultimate concern is not merely working for the provision 
of community services to the needy but rather struggling for more radical social 
reforms because of justice, mercy and compassion. 
F. Theoretical framework of social ministry as derived from Hessel and Morisy 
Hessel and Morisy present their views on social ministry and delineate the tasks of a 
53 Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission, 66-67. 
54 Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission, 73. 
55 Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission, 74. 
56 Ann Morisy, Beyond the Good Samaritan: Community Ministry and Mission, 74. 
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church, which include timely response to the needs of the community but meanwhile 
taking more radical actions for social transformation is also their advocate. 
Based on the insights got from Hessel and Morisy, a framework of social ministry or 
community ministry has been derived, and it will be used for later comparisons and 
discussions. 
Areas of Practice of the parish commitment in social 
discussion on ministry 
Social 
Ministry 
Participants For Christians, both clergy and laity are involved. For 
non-Christians, people of other faiths come to the 
church with a common goal and render services to 
the needy in the community. 
Whole Ministry Liturgy, preaching and pastoral care are provided in 
the parish; meanwhile, there is also community work 
including rendering services for personal needs, 
developing community organization, as well as 
taking public policy action. 
Action Strategies Responding to major justice or peace issues as well 
as the needs of the community 
Theological-ethical Social issues are tackled within the framework of 
Orientation faith and ethics. 
Long-term and Carrying out sustainable community projects but at 
short-term the same time responding to sporadic needs of the 
Social Commitment community timely 
Striking a balance There should be balance between word and deed; 
between polemics between corporate and individual action; between 
public and private faith; between efforts to change 
structurally and acts of social service; between 
address to personal needs and advocacy of justice and 
peace. 
Wider view of Both the ones who serve and those being served get 
discipleship the benefits. Christian bodies are able to have more 
reflection when their faith is put into action, and they 
are challenged while having encounters with the 
dominant value system of society 
18 
Having understanding Christian bodies should have better understanding of 
of the more radical the place of justice at the heart of the gospel, and thus 
agenda of the gospel see the needs to struggle against various shaping 
powers for the poor and the marginalized. 
With the above framework, I would like to conduct some empirical studies on a 
number of Methodist churches in Hong Kong and see what kind of social ministry 
they are doing now. Moreover, the focus of the study is to explore the factors that 
shape the direction and implementation of their social ministry. Since the 
framework I refer to in this study derived from the literature of Dieter Hessel and 
Ann Morisy, I would like to give descriptions of these two characters, who can 
serve as reference comparable to the social ministry as found in the local churches 
being studied. 
Dieter Hessel is a Presbyterian theologian and minister, specializing in social ethics 
and education.57 His book, Social Ministry, was published in 1992 and I take it to 
be his insights into how church should play a role in the community after his service 
as the Social Education Coordinator and Social Policy Director of the Presbysterian 
r o 
Church from 1965-1990. Ann Morisy is a freelance community theologian and 
lecturer who is much concerned about how to enable the church to act as integral 
partner in the community so that the significance of faith can be felt in the region, 
and hence leading to a more inclusive and cohesive society. ^ ^ Choosing the 
literature of Hessel and Morisy as reference does not mean that they can serve as 
the perfect model of social ministry; yet, their insights into the discussions on 
social engagements of the church will serve as point of reference. Actually, the aim 
of this paper is to find out in what way social ministry as practiced in Hong Kong 
Methodist churches differs from the descriptions of Hessel and Morisy. This reflects 
the peculiar social context of Hong Kong and the needs of individual churches. 
57 "Ethics for a Small Planet: A Communications Handbook" in Biodiversity Project. Refer to 
http://www.biodiversitvproicct.QrR/E-.FSP%20intro.pdF(2008/6/23). In recent years, Hessel's concern 
has been focused on ecojustice and he is active in the ecumenical Program on Ecology, Justice & Faith. 
58 "Introduction to Christianity" in Forum on Religion and Ecology. Refer to 
http://environment.harvard.edu/religion/religion/christianitv/index.html (2008/6/23). 
Refer to http://www.greenbelt.org.uk/?a--=521 (2008/6/23). See also 
http://www.crc-online.oi-g.uk/conventionO/o20leafleto/o202005.pdf (2008/6/23). Her two best selling 
books are “Beyond the Good Samaritan” (1997) and “Journeying Ouf (2006). And she has served as 




This is a study of the social ministry as administered in a few Methodist churches in 
Hong Kong. There are all together 25 local Methodist churches in Hong Kong and 
because of the factor of time constraint, only a selected number of churches will be 
involved in the study. ^  
The Methodists started to serve the communities of Hong Kong in the 50's in the 20 '^' 
century. Their concern for the needy began with the various relief works and there 
were services rendered to the new arrivals from the mainland China in the 50's and 
60s, while the society of Hong Kong at that time was basically a society of Chinese 
refugees who fluxed to Hong Kong because of political reasons or other 
2 . • • • , considerations. In the belief of having integration of evangelistic work, education 
and social services, the Methodist Church, Hong Kong has committed to have a 
holistic expression of their religious beliefs and show their faith in action by 
establishing churches, schools and social service centres.3 
The Methodists showed their commitments in social services in Hong Kong, and 
several community centers were established in different districts. The earliest can be 
dated to the Asbury Community Centre, which was built in the Asbury Village, and it 
offered services to the squatters and people living in the place where it is now called 
Tai Wo Hau in the district of Tsuen Wan in 1960.4 Different Methodist social service 
‘ T h e r e are all together 26 Methodist churches in Hong Kong including the Methodist Church, Macau. 
In this study the target churches fall on to the 24 local Methodist churches with their congregations 
speaking Cantonese. In other words, the Methodist International Church, Hong Kong in which English 
and dialects of the Philippines are spoken will not be included. A few Methodist churches will be 
selected for the collection of data while the criteria of selection will be delineated in the section of 
methodology. 
2 Apart from having evangelistic activities, schools as well as various service, especially recreational 
activities were provided on roof-tops of resettlement blocks for the residents living in the resettlement 
estates in places like Shek Kip Mei, Wang Tau Horn, Lei Cheng Uk and so on in the 50's and 60，s in 
the last century. Besides, three villages were built to accommodate the people living in the squatters at 
the hillside on Hong Kong Island and Kowloon, as well as one for the fishermen in Tai Po. Refer to 
http://www.tnethodist.orR.hk/main hi story, html (2008/3/24). 
3 In this Declaration of their mission, it is clearly expressed what they endeavor to do is to work for a 
democratic society in which the citizens can enjoy justice, stability and prosperity with the grace of 
God. And all these commitments work for the coming of the Kingdom of God. Refer to 
http://www.methodist.org.hk/iTiain_declaration.html (2008/3/24). 
4 Asbury Village was the first village built in 1959 by the Methodists with funding given by the 
Methodist Committee for Overseas Relief. Alongside with the provision of cottages, vocational training, 
primary schooling and other services were offered to the residents. See 开福主曾：《香港基督教史硏究 
導論》（香港：建道神學院，2004)，147�邢福增：《願祢的國降臨-戰後香港「基督教新村」的 
個案研究》（香港：建道神學院，2002)，111 -112�Also，refer to http://vvw\v.asburv.or».hk (2008/5/10). 
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centres were established one by one in the 60's and the latest should be the Methodist 
Centre established in the 80's.^ 
When these Methodist social service centers were getting more involvements in the 
community work, their contributions in the districts were recognized by the 
government. Then subsidies were given by the Social Welfare Department and 
gradually these social service centres organized a variety of subvented programs and 
thus different services were provided for the community. Hence, instead of just having 
the ministers, pastoral workers or congregation rendered services at a voluntary basis, 
more professionals like the director or general secretary, social workers and welfare 
workers, as well as clinical psychologists were employed by individual social service 
centers starting from the 70，s. Minister in-charge, ministers and church leaders of 
individual churches now serve as executive members of the management committee 
of the centres but they no longer work as the front-line workers. Using the example of 
the Epworth Village Community Centre, Social Welfare as illustration, the 
management committee consists of four ministers and congregation coming from at 
least four different local Methodist churches as at the year 2006/07.^ Sometimes, 
these centre board members may serve as voluntary workers in particular projects. 
Besides, they will offer help when there are fund-raising programs, but now the 
congregations have little involvement in social services direct. 
No one will argue against the Declaration made by the Methodist Church of her 
endeavors to integrate evangelistic activities, education and social services. However, 
it seems to be case that the goal of rendering social services to the needy is achieved 
by various Methodist social service centres on behalf of the Church, while the local 
Methodist churches and their congregations have comparatively less involvement. Is 
it the real scenario? Or, are there some Methodist churches，which are still actively 
5 Epworth Village Community Centre was established in 1963; Kwun Tong Methodist Service Centre 
in 1966; Yang Memorial Methodist Social Service in 1967. The Methodist Centre was located in the 
place formerly named the Sailors' and Soldiers' Home, which was built by the British Methodist 
Church in 1927 for the British navy and military force. In that place they got accommodation, 
recreational facilities and pastoral care. Its service for the soldiers came to an end in the 80’s and finally 
the place became a social service centre, run by the Methodist Church, Hong Kong. Refer to 
http://www.mevcc.hk (2008/5/10); http://www.ktmss.org.hk (2008/5/10); http://www.vang.org.hk 
(2008/5/10) & http://www.iTiethodist-centre.com (2008/5/10). 
6 The four ministers include the President of the Methodist Church, Hong Kong; minister in-charge of 
the Epworth Village Methodist Church; Executive Secretary of the Social Service Division of the 
Church; minister in-charge of the Jubilant Grace Methodist Church, a neighboring Methodist church in 
Siu Sai Wan, as well as congregation coming from the Epworth Village Methodist Church; Jubilant 
Grace Methodist Church; Chinese Methodist Church, North Point; and Ap Lei Chau Methodist Church. 
All of the board members of the Management Committee have their own professions and they cannot 
afford to be involved in the day-to-day routine of the Centre. Refer to http://www.mevcc.hk/inain/ 
(2008/5/10). 
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engaged themselves in social services? In this study, I would like to find out what 
kind of social ministry is administered in individual churches. 
A. Hypotheses and research questions 
In the discussion of social ministry, a framework has been built with reference to the 
literature of Dieter T. Hessel and Ann Morisy in Chapter 2 of this paper. Their 
discussions having originally American and British backgrounds may not have a 
strong bearing on the situation that we can find in the Methodist churches in Hong 
Kong. Thus I would like to make the following hypotheses: 
Hypothesis 1 
The social ministry as found in the local Methodist churches in Hong Kong is a 
response to the needs of the community, which differs from the framework as 
suggested by Hessel and Morisy. 
After collecting the data, I would like to find out what they are doing in social 
services and social actions. In the process of doing data analysis, it is also my concern 
first, to compare the distinctive features of each church in the administration of social 
ministry with the views as expressed by Hessel and Morisy; and second, to find out 
how the individual churches distinguish from one another in their commitments and 
emphases while doing social ministry. 
Hypothesis 2 
The community work of the church is not merely a reflection of the goal of the local 
churches, but it also shows the mission of the minister in-charge, congregation, and 
the denomination. 
There are various needs to be addressed and how the church prioritizes its goals in the 
year plan will largely depend on the way how the minister in-charge and the church 
members work out the priority. I believe the theological orientation of the minister 
in-charge will have a bearing on his/her understanding of social ministry. Besides, the 
mission of the Methodist Church, Hong Kong should have influence on individual 
local Methodist churches regarding their stance on social ministry and attitude 
towards the needs of their neighbors. Therefore, this study will include discussions of 
the mission of the ministers, lay members of the church, and the denomination - the 
Methodist Church, Hong Kong. 
2 2 
In this study, which has been started from the reading of the literature of Dieter T. 
Hessel and Ann Morisy, two research questions will be asked: 
參 How do the Methodist churches in Hong Kong administer social ministry, and 
again how do they respond to the needs of the local contexts? 
• Hence, in what way is their faith in action different from the advocate of Hessel 
and Morisy? 
Some questions for the interviews are set and they will be asked to address the above 
questions. Details of the questions and how they will be asked are going to be 
delineated in later section. 
B. Data Collection 
1. Methodology 
In order to find out what kinds of social ministry are administered in the Methodist 
churches in Hong Kong, a qualitative study is to be carried out7 By means of having 
interviews, it is hoped that the reality can be constructed from the conversations 
through which the subject's own experiences and frame of reference can form the data 
o 
base. In the process of data collection, interviews will be used to see how social 
ministry is administered in the churches. 
There are 24 local Methodist churches in Hong Kong, if the Methodist International 
Church, Hong Kong is not included in this study. 
First of all, I have to clarify why the Methodist International Church, Hong Kong is 
not included. It is not out of any racial consideration, but mainly due to the fact that 
most of its church members are English-speaking and they belong to different 
nationalities. They are quite different from other local Methodist churches in which 
7 As a researcher, I would like to make sense of the personal insights and stories of development of the 
church under study in order to construct the reality of social ministry in that church. My emphasis will 
be made on the interactions with the subjects and getting to know the story of the church, while 
statistical details or procedures will not be handled. Refer to Del Siegle, "Qualitative Research: 
Principles and Methods in Educational Research — a Web-Based Course from the University of 
Connecticut". http://www.gifted.uconn.edu/siegle/research/Qualitative/qualitativelnstructorNotes.html 
(2008/5/13). 
8 Del Siegle, "Qualitative Research: Principles and Methods in Educational Research 一 a Web-Based 
Course from the University of Connecticut". 
http://www.gifted.uconn.edu/siegle/research/Oualitative/qualitativeInstructorNotes.htiTil (2008/5/13). 
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the congregations are largely homogeneously Chinese with Cantonese as their native 
language. If time allows, it is interesting to include this Methodist International 
Church in the study. Taking into account of the limitations in time, I have to focus the 
study on the Cantonese-speaking Chinese Methodist churches. 
Second, if the 24 local Methodist churches are the subjects for this study, what kind of 
sampling approaches will be adopted? 
Having considered the characteristics of this study, a nonprobability and purposive 
sampling approach will be used. In nonprobability sampling, the research will not 
involve random sampling or probability sampling.^ Though random samples seem to 
be better representative of the study population,^^ I think nonprobabilistic samples 
can serve the purpose of this study. Since some Methodist churches were established 
at more or less the same time with the social service centres while the two 
organizations (the church and the social service centre) are located in close proximity 
with adjoining blocks for instance, it will not be theoretically sensible to do random 
sampling. It will be a loss to the pool of data, if these churches are randomly not 
selected. On the other hand, some local Methodist churches are historically having 
comparatively fewer links or contacts with others Methodist social service centers or 
schools. The above brief description shows some of the characteristics of the churches 
to be studied. In this study, I would like to have the samples of churches belonged to 
the types，which have social service centres and schools alongside with their 
development. 
In the nonprobability sampling method, there are two broad types, namely accidental 
and purposive.il In purposive sampling, the researcher samples with a purpose in 
mind - that is the groups to be participating in the study are clear to the researcher.'^ 
9 William M. K. Trochim, "Nonprobability Sampling," Research Methods Knowledge Base. Last 
Revised: 10/20/2006 Refer to http://www.socialresearchinethods.net/kb/saiTipnon.php (2008/5/13). 
Adopting nonprobability sampling approach is meant to match with the characteristics of this study, i.e. 
the churches belong to the same denomination and some of them have a longer history of working 
collaboratively with social service centers. 
� Generalization is often made while doing research and from which theories are developed. The 
specific group one wishes to generalize to is often called the population in one's study. Refer to 
William M. K. Trochim, "Sampling Terminology," Research Methods Knowledge Base. Last Revised: 
10/20/2006 Refer to http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/sampterm.php (2008/5/13). 
“ W i l l i a m M. K. Trochim, "Nonprobability Sampling," Research Methods Knowledge Base. Last 
Revised: 10/20/2006 Refer to http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/sampnon.php (2008/5/13). 
12 Greg Guest, Arwen Bunce and Laura Johnson, "How Many Interviews Are Enough? An Experiment 
with Data Saturation and Variability," Field Methods, Vol. 18, No. 1 (2006): 59-82. In this article, an 
experiment was described. The researchers knew clearly what they had to be after. The purposive 
sampling method leads them to find the right subjects; they wanted to interview the participants who 
were at the highest risk for HIV in two African cities, Nigeria and Ghana. The collected data were then 
used to examine perceptions of social desirability bias (SDB) and accuracy of self-reported behavior in 
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Del Siegle states clearly that by using purposive sampling, subjects are selected 
‘because of who they are and what they know, rather than by chance.''^ In this survey, 
the target subjects are those Methodist churches, among the total number of 24, which 
are known to have more involvements in social services as most of them were 
co-existent with the social service centres once they were built many years ago. 
Next, the following questions have to be tackled: 
First, how many churches will be included in the survey? Second, how will they be 
selected? 
To address the first question, I have to decide how many churches should be involved 
in this study so that adequate data can be collected and used to respond to the research 
questions. In their article, Greg Guest, Arwen Bunce and Laura Johnson introduce the 
notion of having 'theoretical saturation’ that there is the situation of having adequate 
sample sizes necessary for saturation.'"^ In their discussion, the decision of how many 
interviews are needed or the number of participants to be adequate in the study varies 
among different scholars. Thus, I will not ask the exact number of interviews that I 
need to conduct. Instead, my job is to gather information up to the point that no 
additional data can be found. In their words, ‘the (The) researchers deliberately 
searches for extreme variations of each concept in the theory to exhaustion,” 
However, one may like to ask, ‘How does the researcher know that the collection of 
data has come to the point of saturation?' Besides, I would like to ask the next 
question as well, ‘In what way will the subjects be selected?' Siegle gives very good 
suggestions with the notion of ‘Snowball Sampling': Data saturation occurs when the 
researcher is no longer hearing or seeing new information; while the process of one 
subject recommending to the researcher with another subject is called 'snowballing'.^^ 
the context of reproductive health research. Refer to 
http://ffnx.sagepub.eom/cgi/content/abstract/18/l/59 (2008/3/13). 
13 Del Siegle, "Qualitative Research: Principles and Methods in Educational Research - a Web-Based 
Course from the University of Connecticut". 
http://www.gifted.uconn.edu/siegle/research/Qualitative/qualitativelnstructorNotes.htm! (2008/5/13). 
14 Greg Guest, Arwen Bunce and Laura Johnson, "How Many Interviews Are Enough? An Experiment 
with Data Saturation and Variability," Field Methods, Vol. 18, No. 1 (2006): 62. Yet, it seems to be 
difficult to know whether one's collection of data has achieved data saturation as there are no published 
guidelines or tests to tell or estimate the sample size required to reach saturation. 
http://fmx.sagepub.eom/c…/content/abstract/18/1 /59 (2008/3/13). 
15 Greg Guest, Arwen Bunce and Laura Johnson, "How Many Interviews Are Enough? An Experiment 
with Data Saturation and Variability," Field Methods, Vol. 18，No. 1 (2006): 64-65. 
http://fmx.sagepub.eom/cgi/content/abstract/l 8/1/59 (2008/3/13). 
16 Del Siegle, "Qualitative Research: Principles and Methods in Educational Research 一 a Web-Based 
Course from the University of Connecticut". 
http://www.gifted.uconn.edu/sieale/rcsearch/Qualitativc/qualitativelnstriictorNotes.html (2008/5/13). 
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In using William Tochiam's way of presentation, this kind of snowballing sampling 
works in the way that the researcher makes use of the knowledge of one subject and 
asks him/her to recommend the next subject whom s/he thinks meets the criteria for 
inclusion in the study, 
Recalling what has been described earlier by Guest, Bunce and Johnson, the number 
of interviews that I would like to include will depend on the recommendations made 
by the previous subjects. When the ‘extreme variations' of the kind of social ministry 
as found in different churches seem to have reached exhaustion, I can then assume the 
main variations of their commitments in social ministry have been identified and the 
findings can be incorporated into my discussions. Besides, taking into consideration 
of the factor of time constraint, I will regard the point of theoretical saturation has 
reached, when the first church that I have approached is recommended again after a 
number of interviews. 
2. Sampling and the survey 
The Subjects 
The subjects that I would like to study in this survey are local Methodist churches, 
while the phenomena that I would like to identify in these church institutions are their 
various commitments in social services or social actions in recent years. 
Considering the great number of congregation, parish workers in each church, the 
people that I planned to have interviews would be confined to the minister in-charge 
of the churches selected. It is my assumption that they know the goals of the church, 
the degree of commitments of the church in social ministry, as well as how the 
ministerial workers and lay church members interpret the role of the church in the 
community. Thus, before arranging any interviews, I understand that the total number 
of interviews and which churches I would be in contact with are not known at the 
initial stage of data collection. But suggestions will be given and then I know which 
one I will go next according to the recommendations made by the minister of the 
previous church. 
The Period of Time of the Study 
Data were collected between 28 March, 2008 and 22 April, 2008. I have to admit the 
period of time for data collection should start earlier so that more interviews can be 
17 William M. K. Trochim, "Nonprobability Sampling," Research Methods Knowledge Base. Last 
Revised: 10/20/2006 http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/sampnon.php (2008/5/13). 
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arranged. This can provide more samples, which hopefully help depict a scenario 
which is more reflective of the implementation of social ministry in local Methodist 
churches in Hong Kong. Nevertheless, this study does not progress as scheduled. 
Thus, the matter of time limitation also adds to the difficulty of having a person to be 
involved in this study and I am not an experienced researcher either. Yet, the 
interviews were conducted smoothly and finally five Methodist churches were 
included in this survey. Why they were recommended and how these churches 
administer social ministry, as well as the reasons for not moving to the sixth interview, 
will be discussed in Chapter 4 of this paper. 
Interviews were conducted in Cantonese and all of them were MP3 recorded. The 
verbatim conversations between the interviewer (the researcher) and the interviewee 
(the minister) were transcribed into basically standard Chinese intermingled with 
some Cantonese expressions such as aspect markers and the like to capture the tone of 
the speaker. The verbatim records of the five interviews can be found in Appendix A. 
Preparation before the Interviews 
Invitation: Since I am not stranger to the minister in-charge of the Methodist churches, 
invitation letters have not been prepared before the interviews. They were so kind to 
participate in the study when I invited them to be interviewed over the phone. 
In order to find out in what ways these Methodist churches differ from the advocate of 
Hessel and Morisy regarding their beliefs or implementation of social ministry as 
presented in Hypothesis 1 and Research Question 2, a series of questions had been 
considered and set which were ready to be asked within the natural flow of the 
conversations. 
The means of collecting data was done by using semi-structured and open-ended 
interviews. ^^  An interview guide has been prepared before the interviews are 
conducted. Some interviewees did ask for a copy of the questions to be asked before 
the interview. So a few "must-asked" questions were sent to those interviewees who 
would like to know beforehand what the interview would gear toward, whereas the 
18 Greg Guest, Arwen Bunce and Laura Johnson, "How Many Interviews Are Enough? An Experiment 
with Data Saturation and Variability," Field Methods, Vol. 18, No. 1 (2006): 62. 
http://fmx.saeepub.eom/cgi/content/abstract/l 8/1/59 (2008/3/13). The interviewees are expected to give 
directions of the conversation as I believe each individual church has its own historical development 
especially in their collaboration with the Methodist social service center at their vicinity; moreover, 
each church may have its specific contributions to the community. The use of semi-structured and 
open-ended questions in the interviews is appropriate. 
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rest of them just had a rough idea that the interview was conducted for the study of 
social ministry in their respective churches. However, when the conversation was in a 
natural flow of interactions, the question, answer and the next question would come 
forth one after another. I would not stick to a particular set of questions but let the 
exchange with the interviewees be a natural one. Certainly, I have to admit the 
interview guide was always in my mind during the interviews even though I did not 
refer to any notes or questions at that time. 
Questions in the Interview Guide 
Not all of the following questions were asked in each interview, but they were raised 
to match with the interests and focus of concern of individual interviewee-ministers. 
Questions are categorized into the following: 
The relationship between Christian belief and social ministry 
• What are the biblical and theological foundations of social ministry?'^ 
參 What religious beliefs influence the orientation and activities of the church?^^ 
參 What does the church do to live by the Christian faith?^' 
參 What kind of relationship is between community involvement and the faith of the 
Christian community?]� 
The kinds of social ministry as found in the church 
參 In the past year did the church do anything regarding participation financially, 
9 ^  
politically or prayerfully in helping the less fortunate people? 
• How does the church help with a community program?^"^ 
• How often does the church contribute money to the poor in the community? 
參 What does the church campaign to do for the poor, for social justice?�^ 
參 Which is the focus of the ministry of the clergy and the laity, the ministry as 
dealing with those who are lonely, suffering and overcome by temptations; or, 
the ministry as in the area of teaching, pasturing and administration? 
• Does the church listen for a call to outreach on a day-to-day basis, or is it 
19 David A. Bos, A Practical Guide to Community Ministry (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster; John 
Knox Press, 1993), 51. 
2G Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed.’ Measures of Religiosity (Birmingham, Alabama: Religious 
Education Press, 1999), 110-112. 
21 Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed., Measures of Religiosity, 160-162. 
22 Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed., Measures of Religiosity, 194-199. 
Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed., Measures of Religiosity, 160-162. 
24 Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed., Measures of Religiosity, 244-252. 
25 Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed., Measures of Religiosity, 244-252. 
26 Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed., Measures of Religiosity, 244-252. 
27 Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed., Measures of Religiosity, 226-227. 
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engaged a well-structured, long-range, on-going outreach program?^^ 
The way that the projects are administered 
• What role does the laity play in social ministry? Or, how does the laity 
movement contribute to social ministry?^^ 
• What is the composition of the board of directors in the community ministry 
programs? Will there be a combination of professionals, staff and laity of the 
church?30 
• Which is the source of financial support for the project?^' 
• Are there any ecumenical or interfaith cooperation in the community ministry 
movement?^^ 
Social Service or Social Reform 
• Does the church take social action which aims at changing the structures of 
society?33 
• Has the church got any endeavor in moral and social re form ？^"^  
參 Does the church think that poverty can be done away with by making changes in 
the social and economic system?^^ 
參 What does the church do to protect the rights of the minority or the marginalized 
or struggle for them to improve their economic well-being?)^ 
28 Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed., Measures of Religiosity, 226-227. 
29 David A. Bos, A Practical Guide to Community Ministry, 35. 
David A. Bos, A Practical Guide to Community Ministry, 50. 
31 David A, Bos, A Practical Guide to Community Ministry, 63. 
32 David A. Bos, A Practical Guide to Community Ministry, 51. 
David A. Bos, A Practical Guide to Community Ministry, 28. 
34 Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed., Measures of Religiosity, 314-320. 
35 Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed., Measures of Religiosity, 265-266. 
36 Peter C. Hill and Ralph W. Hood Jr., ed., Measures of Religiosity, 326-330.. 
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Chapter 4 
Study Findings and Discussion 
To collect data and study the social ministry as administered in local Methodist 
churches in Hong Kong, a number of churches were selected to be the subjects in this 
study. Interviews with the minister in-charge of the subject-churches were conducted 
in the period between 28 March, 2008 and 22 April, 2008. The method of getting the 
samples and selecting the study population has been discussed in Chapter 3. Before 
having the data presented and discussed, I would like to explain why these five 
churches are chosen in this study. 
A. Reasons for having these Five churches selected 
Kwun Tong Methodist Church was the first one being chosen. It has been established 
over 40 years but the church is always finding its unique role in the community. For 
instance, the project of having an out-reaching station in the business district to 
develop city mission was initiated together with the goal of getting a bigger site for 
the church in 2005.' One document for internal circulation shows that Kwun Tong 
Methodist Church is a flourishing church, which has vigor and vitality. It is ready to 
have further growth and development, as well as to serve the congregation and the 
community.^ Thus, its minister in-charge, Rev. Lo Wai-ki, is the first minister that I 
invited him to participate in the study while the interview was made on 28 March, 
2008. 
The second church to be approached is Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, Hong 
Kong. It was recommended by Rev. Lo as he thought the minister in-charge of that 
church assumed the role of the Chairperson of the social service centre as well, which 




愛中成長，重視家庭，實踐使命》(香港：循道衛理聯合教會觀塘堂’ 2008 ) ' 12-13° In this article, 
the concern of the church is not merely focused on the expansion of the church in terms of its site, the 
number of its congregation but also the strategy of how to serve the community and the needy in the 
district. The 7 working foci are, namely 1'Having Caring Fellowship', 2'Bearing Witness in the 
Community',3 'Having Faith Sharing in Words and Services',4 'Seeking Spiritual Growth', 5'Starting 
City Mission and getting a Bigger Church Site',6 'Building a Community Network Church' and 
7'Celebrating the 45^ Anniversary of the Church'. Out of these 7 working foci, Point 2, 3, 5 and 6 are 
out-reaching in nature. The welfare and well-being of the district of Kwun Tong are taken into 
consideration and the residents of the district of Kwun Tong, especially the poor and the needy are the 
target population that the church is ready to serve. 
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Methodist Social Service. However, the way of implementing social ministry was 
varied because of the different social contexts.^ Taking his recommendation, the next 
church that I came to contact with was the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, 
Hong Kong. 
Near the end of the second interview, Rev. Yuen Tin-yau, minister in-charge of the 
Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, was asked to recommend the next Methodist 
church that I had to approach. After thinking for a while, he suggested Asbury 
Methodist Church as he considered that church in Tai Wo Hau, Tsuen Wan also got 
lots of involvements in social services but the congregation was quite different from 
the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai as the congregation was mainly made up of 
the grass-roots, and people of the lower working class. 
So the Asbury Methodist Church was the third church to be included in this study. In 
the interview the minister in-charge, Rev. Fan Kin-pong, expressed that there are 
others Methodist churches, which have various involvements in social services like 
the Epworth Village Methodist Church, but he guessed its social ministry was quite 
similar to the Asbury Methodist Church; while the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan 
Chai was the one that I had previously approached. Lastly, Sha Tin Methodist Church, 
which is located in Sun Tin Wai Estate, Shatin was recommended as it was taken to be 
having established in the district of Shatin for some time, but not all of the church 
members came from the grass-roots, which would be quite different from the Asbury 
Methodist Church.^ 
Taking the recommendation of Rev. Fan, I conducted the fourth interview with the 
minister in-charge of the Sha Tin Methodist Church, Mr. Yu Yan-ming on 15 April, 
2008. When I asked him which Methodist Church he would suggest, first he 
mentioned Epworth Village Methodist Church but later he added that its renowned 
program should be the 'Alpha Course'. In the end, Jubilant Grace Methodist Church 
was recommended as the next local Methodist church, as its service centre is located 
in a flat fully staffed, run and funded by the church, which offers services to the needy 
in Siu Sai Wan.' 
After Rev. Lau Kin-leung, minister in-charge of the Jubilant Grace Methodist Church, 
had shared with me the social ministry practiced in the church, the request of asking 
3 Refer to Appendix A <觀塘堂的訪問 > , 8 7 . 
4 Refer to Appendix A < 香港堂的訪問 > , 9 9 . 
5 Refer to Appendix A <亞斯理堂的訪問 > , 1 1 2 . 
6 Refer to Appendix A〈沙田堂的訪問〉，121. 
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him to recommend one Methodist church for the study was made near the end of the 
interview. He suggested I should approach the Agape Methodist Church because of 
the program of 'Community Food Bank', which he thought was a meaningful way to 
show social concern for the hungry people.? However, this project is, in fact, still run 
by the Kwun Tong Methodist Social Service but the venue has been moved from Pak 
Ling Lau in Ngau Tau Kok (location of the Kwun Tong Methodist Church and Kwun 
Tong Methodist Social Service) to Tsui Ping Estate, the site of the Agape Methodist 
g 
Church. Thus, what Rev. Lau regarded important was the charitable action taken by 
the Kwun Tong Methodist Social Service, which is closely connected with the Kwun 
Tong Methodist Church. The data seemed to have come to exhaustion since the 
recommendation came to Kwun Tong Methodist Church again. 
The five churches have shown how they administer social ministry in various ways 
with different focus, which is regarded to be a response to the special needs of their 
communities. The congregation of each church is quite unique and the services 
rendered to the needy vary from one church to another. For instance, social ministry 
as found in the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai is very different from the Kwun 
Tong Methodist Social Service. Again, the ways to express their concern for the new 
Chinese arrivals by the Asbury Methodist Church are very distinctive when compared 
with those of the Sha Tin Methodist Church, though both of them work 
collaboratively with a social service centre and school. Hence, I think the data 
collected can help give me information to see how social ministry is administered in 
different Methodist churches. Together with the consideration of time constraint, I 
regard the point of theoretical saturation is reached after getting data from the fifth 
chosen church, that is the Jubilant Grace Methodist Church. 
B. Social ministry as found in these local Methodist churches 
J 
Though the five churches have demonstrated their own expressions regarding social 
ministry; first I would like to describe each of them according to the following, 
7 Refer to Appendix A < ；禧、堂的訪『口 1 �， 1 3 2 . In Hong Kong there are quite a number of welfare 
organizations offered food like rice, instant noodles, biscuits, and canned food to the needy people 
regularly. The first one to take this worthy initiative was St. James' Settlement while the Kwun Tong 
Methodist Social Service offered similar services to the poor and needy in 2005. Now more 
organizations participate in this charitable action. For details of how this kind of food bank is operated, 
refer to St. James' Settlement People's Food Bank No. 13 (2007): 1-4. 
http://foodbank.sis.org.hk/pdf/NewLetter13.pdf (2008/5/16). 'Community Food Bank'(社區食物銀行）， 
is the term used by the Kwun Tong Methodist Social Service while 'People's Food Bank'(眾膳坊）is 
the terminology used by the St. James' Settlement. 
8 Refer to Appendix A〈觀塘堂的訪問〉，86 . 
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namely their historical heritage, the scope of social services and target subjects to be 
served in the community, theoretical or biblical orientation of the individual minister 
in-charge, and the distinctive ways of the church to render social services to the target 
recipients in the community. Second, there will be comparison between the 
implementation of social ministry of these Methodist churches and the theoretical 
framework of social ministry as derived from the literature of Dieter Hessel and Ann 
Morisy. 
1. Kwun Tong Methodist Church 
Recalling its historical development, it is found that long before the church was 
established, educational services were provided for the children, as Kwun Tong 
Methodist School was built on the roof-top units at the Kwun Tong Kai Liu 
Resettlement Estate (觀塘雞寮徙置區）in 1959.9 There were over 1,000 students 
studying in the school and recreational activities were also arranged for the youth on 
the roof-top, meanwhile evangelistic work began at the same period of time." In 
1961 a clinic, which offered inexpensive medical services for the poor, was 
established at Block B of the Kwun Tong Kai Liu Resettlement Estate and there was 
Sunday Service offered at 8:00pm at the clinic. A chapel, which was named Kwun 
Tong Sub-branch, was established in 1963 at the 4/F, Lap Shing Building in Ngau Tau 
Kok; and the Kwun Tong Sub-branch moved to Pak Ling Lau in Ngau Tau Kok in 
1966. The Kwun Tong Methodist Service Centre was established in the same year." 
The development of the Kwun Tong Methodist Church shows that there has been 
good integration of the works of the church, school and service centre since 1966, and 
in fact the earliest can be dated back to the establishment of the Kwun Tong Methodist 
School and the provision of social services in 1959, as well as medical services in 
1961.12 In other words, social ministry had started before the church was formally 
9「循道衛理聯合教會觀塘堂•觀塘堂歷史」， r e f e r to http://www.ktmc.org.hk/history.htiTi 
(2008/5/17). 
”「循道衛理聯合教會觀塘堂•觀塘堂歷史」， re fe r to http://www.ktmc.Qra.hk/historv.htm 
(2008/5/17). 
‘‘「循道衛理聯合教會觀塘堂•觀塘堂歷史」，refer to http://www.ktmc.om.hk/historv.htm 
(2008/5/17). It is said that only $2 was charged as the consultation fee at the clinic in the 60’s while 
there were roughly more than 30 people attending the Service and meetings on the 4/F of the Lap Shing 
Building with Rev. Li Ping-kwong as the minister in-charge in 1963. Also, refer to Appendix A <觀塘 
堂的訪『口 1 > , 74. and the website of Kwun Tong Methodist Social Service http://wwvv/ktmss.org.hk. In 
1995 the Kwun Tong Methodist Service Centre was renamed as Kwun Tong Methodist Social Service. 
12 To give more detailed information, it is found that the Kwun Tong Methodist School terminated its 
educational services in 1990 and primary school education had been offered for the children in Kwun 
Tong for about 31 years, whereas Kwun Tong Methodist Kindergarten was established in 1966 and it is 
still providing education for children aged between 4 and 6. Refer to < 本會各中、小學及幼稚園成立 
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established. 
According to the interview made with Rev. Lo Wai-ki, the target recipients to be 
served are mainly the Chinese new arrivals; teenagers; parents of the Kwun Tong 
Methodist Kindergarten; the elderly, single-parent families in the district; the people 
who work in Kwun Tong; as well as the people who are marginalized in the 
community” 
For the scope of social services, a range of services are provided for the people living 
or working in Kwun Tong. 
For the Chinese new arrivals and the single-parent/grass-root families, counseling and 
consultation services are provided; and on some occasions, the church also gives the 
needy financial assistance, for instance, in terms of money or used furniture when 
they are unable to pay the rent, or to buy furniture for their new flats and so on." 
There are also regular visitations to the needy families on Thursdays and this is jointly 
organized by the Kwun Tong Methodist Church and Kwun Tong Methodist Social 
Service, while the teams are made up of missionary workers, social workers and 
church members. 15 Besides, students' parents and families of the Kwun Tong 
Methodist Kindergarten are also on the list to be visited, and Rev. Lo reflected that 
many of them were new arrivals and they were in need of financial and others 
assistance. 16 Talks and workshops that helped them to know more about Hong Kong 
were arranged. There are also activities through which they can learn how to help 
children to get used to the educational system, as well as means to promote 
communication and understanding among family members which help them to adjust 
17 
to the lives in Hong Kong. 
Elderly Centre in Lam Tin and Elderly Concern Scheme are designed for the elderly. 
The former is mainly catered for the needs of the elderly who live in Lam Tin whereas 
the Elderly Concern Scheme aims at helping the elderly to adjust to the changes 
• 1 C 
brought to them when the district of Kwun Tong is under reconstruction. 
年份表 >，《循道衛理聯合教會學校教育特刊1995》（香港：循道衛理聯合教會，1995)，53。 
13 Refer to Appendix A〈觀塘堂的訪問〉，75, 76, 80, 81, 82, 84，& 86. 
14 Refer to Appendix A <觀塘堂的訪問〉，80-81. 
15 Refer to Appendix A <觀塘堂的訪問〉，75. 
16 Refer to Appendix A < 觀塘堂的訪問 >，76. 
17 For details, refer to the website of the Kwun Tong Methodist Social Service. 
http://www.ktmss.om.hk (2008/5/17). 
18 Refer to Appendix A < 觀塘堂白‘訪問〉，81. For the services offered in the Elderly Centre (樂齡 
長者中'Cj、)，there is a canteen offering meal for the elderly at the cost of $12. Refer to the website of the 
Kwun Tong Methodist Social Service. http://www.ktmss.orR.hk (2008/5/17). 
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Community Food Bank was another scheme mentioned by Rev. Lo.'^ This scheme is 
mainly run for the poor who may be unemployed, under some crisis personally or as 
the whole family during that period of time; while taking some food home can spare 
them from hunger?^ 
The church also caters for the spiritual needs of the people who live or work in the 
district of Kwun Tong. The Methodist City Space (MCS) aims at helping those feeling 
pressurized and marginalized in their hectic lives. Programs on health care, 
counseling, faith sharing and life-planning are offered. 
Theological orientation of the minister in-charge 
Rev. Lo clearly expressed that his vision could be dated to the time that he got his 
seminary studies and he was interested in the study of liberation theology.^^ He said 
he believed God had mercy on the poor and He would seek and save those miserable 
and poor people. Thus, liberation theology in practice is for man to participate in 
social concern, social action, and to have socio-political involvement that make the 
power of Kingdom of God felt. 
Social ministry of the Kwun Tong Methodist Church is characterized by the 
following: 
• To be able to meet the changing needs of the community — from charity for the 
refugees in the 60,s; mission for the factory workers in the 70，s; service for the 
Chinese new arrivals in the 80’s and 90，s; as well as to the city mission in the 
21 St century; 
參 To carry strong historical heritage that the church, social service centre and 
school have a long history of collaboration; and 
• To have very supportive congregation culture, which helps mobilize the church 
members to be involved in social ministry. 
19 Refer to Appendix A < 觀塘堂的訪問〉，86. 
The food that they can take home includes rice, noodles, biscuits, and canned food. The recipients 
are referred by others organizations or the Social Welfare Department. 
Refer to Appendix A < 觀塘堂的訪問 >，81. The MCS is located in the business district of Kwun 
Tong, 15/F of Kwun Tong View. The notion of having city mission was initiated in 2005, got 
fund-raising in 2006 and onwards, as well as established in 2007. To achieve this mission, church 
members have to raise funds which amount to 2-3 million dollars for the operation of the MCS in three 
years. For details of this scheme, refer to the website of the Methodist City Space. 
http://www.mcs.org.hk/index.html (2008/5/17). 
Refer to Appendix A <觀塘堂的訪問 > ,77-78 . 
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2. Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, Hong Kong 
Considering the historical development of the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, 
Rev. Yuen Tin-yau said that the church was taken to be a landmark in the district with 
its history of over 70 years.^^ That is his way of counting the number of years of the 
church from the time of its first being built on 36 Hennessy Road in 1936. Yet, the 
first Chinese Methodist Chapel was founded at Wellington Street in Hong Kong in 
1882.24 Unlike the development of some Methodist churches, there was no service 
centre or school working together with the church at the first 40 years. Rev. Yuen 
recalled that the church had once opened part of its ground floor as a kind of 'study 
place' in the evening for the ‘kai fongs’ and there were no other services apart from 
activities for the church members. 
The scenario changed when the Sailors' & Soldiers’ Home was demolished in 1989, 
while the rebuilding of the 22-storey new building led to the further development of 
the Methodist Centre and collaborative work with the church starting from 1991.26 
According to the interview with Rev. Yuen, I find the church members are more 
involved in activities concerning the elderly if one would like to identify the 
collaboration between the Church and the Centre. However, one has to note that the 
minister in-charge of the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai is also the 
Chairperson of the Methodist Centre, and I take this as the greatest connection 
between the Church and the Centre. 
The recipients of services include the elderly who are assisted by members of the 
9 n . 
Joshua Fellowship to produce their reminiscence books. Though Rev. Yuen has not 
23 Refer to Appendix A〈香港堂的訪問〉，89 . 
24 Man Kwok-wai, ed., The Story of Sailors' & Soldiers' Home (Hong Kong: Methodist Centre, 1992), 
13. Also, refer to the website of the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, Hong Kong for better 
understanding of its history. http://www.cwc-iTiethodist.org.hk/htm/p history.htin (2008/5/17). 
Refer to Appendix A <香港堂的訪問 >,89. — 
26 The Sailors' & Soldiers' Home was first built by the British Methodist Church at the beginning of 
the 20th century for the British and American soldiers. In the 70’s, because of the reduction in number 
of the armed forces served in Hong Kong, the needs to provide lodging, recreation and pastoral care for 
soldiers greatly decreased at the S & S Home. After the union scheme between the Chinese Methodist 
Church and the Weili Kung Hui Conference in 1975, the Methodist Missionary Society in London, the 
leaseholder of the S & S Home established a local management committee, consisting of 
representatives of the Methodist Church, Hong Kong and the English Methodist Church in Hong Kong 
to be responsible for the management and planning of the Home's activities. In 1980 the Conference 
office of the Methodist Church, Hong Kong was moved to the S & S Home and a youth centre was 
established there in 1981. Later, this Centre provided more social services and became a subvented 
social agency. The "new" Methodist Centre offered a variety of social services started from 1991，the 
year that the rebuilding was finished. See Man Kwok-wai, ed., The Story of Sailors ‘ & Soldiers' Home, 
29-32. Also,盧錦華編：《往跡重尋一循道衛理中心廿五年》（香港：循道衛理中心’ 2005)，69-71� 
27 Refer to Appendix A〈香港堂的訪問〉，91 . Over 30 elderly people are benefited from this 
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said concretely why the church members are so eager to do this, I guess they may get 
insights from social workers of the Methodist Centre or the achievements made by the 
Po Leung Kuk Reminiscence Service. It was released that the elderly could develop 
more positive thinking and some who were suffering from serious depression got 
improvements in the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) when they recalled what they 
had achieved in their past in the process of producing their reminiscence books.^^ 
Besides, church members also serve as voluntary workers and show concern for the 
elderly at the Wan Chai Methodist Centre for the Seniors. 
Second, the people who work in Wan Chai, Admiralty or in the vicinity are also the 
target recipients of services offered by the Church. There is evangelistic lunch 
gathering jointly organized by the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, Methodist 
Centre and Central Gospel Mission during lunch hours on Wednesdays. ^^  The 
spiritual needs of people, who lead very hectic lives, are catered for. Talks on different 
topics are arranged at the Church and the latest theme shared with the participants is 
‘Enjoying Life’严 Besides, there is room rental service for the people who would like 
to use the room for annual general meeting or gatherings during weekdays because of 
the good location of the Church.^' 
Third, those who need financial assistance are another group of people who benefit 
from the charitable program of the Church. In the Church, there is a function group 
called 'Charity & Concern Group'(慈惠關懷組)，which examines the applications for 
financial aids. The applicants may not be members of the Church, but they may be 
referred by the Methodist schools or the Methodist Centre. Thus, post-secondary 
students may apply for funds to pay for the tuition fees. In addition, when the people 
are hard hit in the economic setback, they can get financial assistance like several 
thousand dollars a month for a period of time. 
For the scope of social services rendered to the community, it can largely be divided 
into services for the elderly; the people working in the business district near Wan Chai 
scheme, which is entitled�共倉丨J不老傳耆�• With the active participation of the Joshua Fellowship, the 
elderly have their own reminiscence books. The project has not stopped yet. 
28 Reference can be made to the achievements of the Po Leung Kuk Reminiscence Service, which was 
assisted by voluntary workers of the KCRC, released in 2006. Refer to 
http://www.plkesp.hk/plkrs reminiscence book kcrcpgm.htm (2008/5/18). 
29 Refer to Appendix A < 香港堂白勺訪『口j >, 89. For details, refer to the Activity Information of the 
Church, http://www.cwc-methodist.ora.hk/htm/news.htm (2008/5/17). 
Participants can relax themselves during the lunch break (1:10-1:50pm), have a lunch box with 
salad and water at the cost of $25 and attend talks which meet their spiritual needs. 
31 Refer to Appendix A〈香港堂的訪問 > ,89. 
32 Refer to Appendix A <香港堂的訪問 >,93-95. 
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for spiritual nourishment; and financial assistance for the needy while the amount of 
fiancial assistance amounts to nearly one million dollars a year." 
Theological orientation of the minister in-charge 
Gospel is interpreted to be addressing both the physical and spiritual needs of humans 
and Jesus is to preach the good news to the poor.34 Yuen said that he was 
brought up in a grass-root family and he understands the needs of the poor. 
Social ministry of the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, Hong Kong is 
characterized by the following: 
• Large sum of money, which amounts to a million dollars every year, is collected 
for charity purposes; 
參 There is collaborative work among the Church, Centre and other organizations 
like the Central Gospel Mission. Ltd.; and 
• Lots of encouragements are given by the minister in-charge to the church 
members, who are then mobilized to offer services to the elderly in the 
community. 
3. Asbury Methodist Church 
The historical development of Asbury Methodist Church had to be dated to the 60's in 
the 20th century. At that time there were lots of Chinese refugees coming from the 
mainland China while many people lived in squatters which were at the risk of fire 
and typhoon. According to the description found in the website of the Asbury 
Methodist Church, the Church was founded in 1963.35 The building of Asbury 
Village, a cottage resettlement area, was finished in 1959 with the provision of a clinic, 
primary school and recreational activities.^^ The church had inseparable relationship 
with the social service centre and school at the beginning of its development. In the 
early 60's, the social service centre functioned as an amenity centre offering different 
“ R e f e r to Appendix A〈香港堂的訪問〉，95. 
34 Refer to Appendix A <香港堂的訪問〉，96. 
35 Asbury Methodist Church: Introduction (record) 
http://www.asbiirv-methodist.org/mov/asburv.wmv (2008/5/18). 
3 6邢福增：《願称的國降臨一戰後香港「基督教新村」的個案硏究》，112�141�The social services 
offered in the Asbury Village mainly included the activities provided in the social centre, recreational 
activities on the roof-top of the Tai Wo Hau resettlement estate, and school as well as some charitable 
relief work. 
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kinds of activities for the youths living both in and outside of the village and it was 
later renamed as Asbury Community Centre in 1975.37 From the 60’s to the 70’s, the 
social service centre was mainly run by the church, and later more professional social 
workers were employed and it became a social service agency subsidized by the 
Social Welfare Department. ^^  In other words, there was good integration of 
evangelistic work and social services at the beginning phase of the development of the 
church. However, the role of the church at the centre diminished when it was mostly 
subsidized by the government. The church still works closely with the centre but the 
way of participation is very different from what it was doing in the 60,s and 70，s. 
Now the Asbury Methodist Church, Asbury Methodist Social Service as well as the 
Asbury Methodist Kindergarten and Nursery share the same site and offer integrated 
services to the community of Tai Wo Hau and Tsuen Wan. 
The recipients of services offered by the church mainly include the new Chinese 
arrivals; students' parents and family of the two schools in the parish, namely the 
Asbury Methodist Kindergarten & Nursery as well as the The Methodist Lee Wai Lee 
College at Kwai Shing Circuit; the elderly and residents living in the 
newly-reconstructed Kwai Chung Estate and people living in the district of Tai Wo 
Hau. 
For the scope of social services, different programs are organized for the needy in the 
community. As Rev. Fan Kin-pong indicated in the interview, congregation of the 
Church is mainly made up of people of the grass-roots and thus the church is just 
barely adequate financially. Though the church is not very well-off or having lots of 
reserve, there is financial assistance given to the needy persons or family by collecting 
offering for charity purposes during the monthly Lord's Supper.^^ 
Second, there is close connection and good working partnership among the church 
and the schools. The needs of individual students and their family are brought to the 
attention of the minister and parish workers. Through the principal of the two schools, 
the minister knows their immediate needs and thus the church can provide pastoral 
care for the needy. ^ ^ Besides, Rev. Fan revealed that there was integration of 
evangelistic work and social services in the training program entitled 'The Lady Army 
3 7邢福增：《願称的國降臨一戰後香港「基督教新村」的個案硏究》，142-143� 
38邢福增：《願称的國降臨一戰後香港「基督教新村」的個案硏究》，143�It was renamed as Asbury 
Methodist Social Service in 1996. For the Asbury Methodist Social Service: History in Brief, Mission 
and Vision, refer to http://www.asburv.org.hk/profile/profile I .html (2008/5/18). 
39 Refer to Appendix A〈亞斯理堂的訪問〉，106. 
40 Refer to Appendix A <亞斯理堂的訪問 > ,106-107. 
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of the Kingdom of God，（天國木蘭軍）through which the female new arrivals will 
take training session on Wednesday morning every week in a yearly-program."^' They 
will learn how to read the Bible, visit other new arrival families and share their 
personal experiences with the women who have difficulty in adjusting their living in 
Hong Kong. In the process of having one-year training and getting into the 
community to help others, these trainees are expected to have better understanding of 
the Christian faith and at the same time, to boost their confidence so that they can 
have better self-image. There is also good collaboration between the church and the 
school because it is found that quite a number of the trainees are students' parents of 
the Asbury Methodist Kindergarten & Nursery. 
Third, a large-scaled prayer meeting was once organized as a joint-venture mode by 
different churches in Tai Wo Hau and Tsuen Wan after cases of suicide happened in 
Kwai Chung Estate.'^^ To respond to the spiritual needs of its residents, Rev. Fan took 
the initiative, worked with other ministers and their respective congregations to 
provide pastoral care for the residents, who suffered from the turmoil of witnessing 
more than one case of resident jumping from height to terminate one's life. He said 
the time for discussion and organization just took about three days. Again, organizing 
fun fair with a variety of programs and games stalls is another way that the church is 
opened to the public, while ‘kai fongs' can come in.43 
Theological orientation of the minister in-charge 
Rev. Fan frankly told me that he was influenced by his father who had served in the 
mainland China as minister. He saw how his father showed concern for the poor in his 
ministry.44 Again, during the time of Cultural Revolution Rev. Fan had to leave the 
city, worked and lived in the country where he knew what was meant by poverty. He 
also got first-hand experience of suffering from different kinds of hardship and 
leading his life as a peasant in those days. So he said there was mutual understanding 
when he talked to the new arrivals. Moreover, the teaching of Jesus and how He was 
concerned about the poor and the needy set very good example for him. Rev. Fan said 
the miserable facial expressions of the residents after the cases of suicide moved him, 
and they were just like herds of wandering sheep without a shepherd.^^ 
41 Refer to Appendix A〈亞斯理堂的訪問 > , 1 0 3 . 
42 Refer to Appendix A <亞斯理堂的訪問 > , 1 0 4 . 
43 Refer to Appendix A <亞斯理堂的訪問〉，109-110. The Fun Fair was organized on 13 April, 
2008. Rev. Fan disclosed that it was the second time that similar program was held in the past two 
years. 
44 Refer to Appendix A〈亞斯理堂的訪問〉，108. 
45 Refer to Appendix A < 亞斯理堂的訪問〉，108. 
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Social ministry of the Asbury Methodist Church is characterized by the following: 
• The Asbury Methodist Church works closely with the Asbury Methodist 
Kindergarten & Nursery. The Principal, Ms Yau，plays a very significant role in 
serving as the liaison between the Church and the kindergarten. Yet, one must 
note she is also a very active member of the Asbury Methodist Church and she 
has maintained very good working relationship with the minister in-charge; 
參 The Church has established very good collaborative working relationship with 
churches of other denominations. The training program for female new arrivals, 
which started in April, 2008 is good illustration. ‘The Lady Army of the 
Kingdom of God' is a joint-church program, co-organized by the Asbury 
Methodist Church, SKH The Crown of Thorns Church and the CCC Kwai Chung 
Chuen Yuen Church"^^; and 
參 There are lots of needy families and poor people in the district, and thus the 
Church has to explore how to make use of its limited resources to meet the great 
needs of the community. 
4. Sha Tin Methodist Church 
The historical development of the Sha Tin Methodist Church had to be dated to the 
80's after the establishment of the Sha Tin Methodist College, which started to offer 
elementary (secondary) education to the community of Sun Tin Wai Estate and the 
surrounding areas in 1983. 
According to Mr. Yu Yan-ming, minister in-charge of the Church, there has been 
integration of evangelistic work, education and social services in the Sha Tin 
Methodist Church since the 80，s.47 Now the area used as the church office is shared 
with the service centre of the Yang Memorial Methodist Social Service. This service 
centre, which has focus on the work of family education as well as children and 
student development, has served the residents of Sun Tin Wai Estate and schools in 
48 
Sha Tin for more than 20 years. 
46 Out of the 31 participants, 18 come from the Asbury Methodist Church; 8 from the SKH The Crown 
of Thorns Church while 5 from the CCC Kwai Chung Chuen Yuen Church. Refer to Appendix A 〈 亞 
斯理堂的訪問> , 1 0 3 . 
“ R e f e r to Appendix A〈沙田堂的訪問〉，113. 
48 Refer to the website of the Yang Memorial Methodist Social Service, http://www.yang.org.hk 
(2008/5/19). Their commitment in Sun Tin Wai or Sha Tin is one of their special tasks. Refer to 楊震 
社會服務處沙田家庭成長軒 http://www.vanR.org.hk/fcsc/info/ (2008/5/19). 
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The office of the church is located in the service centre while this unit in Yan Wai 
House is just next to the school, Sha Tin Methodist College. Saturday and Sunday 
Service are held in the school. Though the three organizations are not located in the 
same place, they are close to one another. There are various opportunities for them to 
have collaboration. 
Recipients of the services offered by the church are mainly the elderly, who live in the 
two Homes for the Aged and those living in the district; the residents of the Sun Tin 
Wai Estate; as well as the students and family of the Sha Tin Methodist College. 
For the scope of social services, much emphasis is made on the services rendered to 
the elderly as church members pay visits to the two Homes for the Aged in Sun Tin 
Wai Estate on a regular basis, while the church also gets information from the Social 
Welfare Department and so the elderly who live alone are also on the list to be 
visited.49 On occasions like Christmas, all church members are mobilized to visit the 
elderly. 
Second, the provision of social services is not confined to the district of Sun Tin Wai. 
A coach was hired and interested church members went to the district of Tin Shui Wai, 
where services were offered to the residents of housing estates there. On that ‘Games 
Day', the congregation of the Sha Tin Methodist Church worked collaboratively with 
that of the Tin Shui Wai Methodist Church. The reason for taking the trouble, 
spending money and time in traveling from Sha Tin to Tin Shui Wai was said to widen 
the scope and perspective of the congregation and in this way, to let them see and feel 
the needs to serve the underprivileged.^^ Mr. Yu also hinted that out of the same 
reason, he would like to go to the mainland China with the church members so that 
they would not be confined to the church in Sha Tin but able to see the needs of the 
poor.5i Nevertheless, there was no elaboration on this issue in the interview and thus 
no additional details can be added here. 
Third, the church would like to open to the 'kai fongs’ of the district. There were mass 
programs to promote healthy living as well as 'poonchoi’ dinner (盆菜宴)，which 
were well received by the community.^^ 
49 Refer to Appendix A <沙田堂的訪問〉，114-115. 
On the Social Concern Sunday at the end of February, 29 church members went to Tin Shui Wai and 
organized a 'Games Day', which worked with the congregation of the Tin Shui Wai Methodist Church. 
This is a joint-church function for the promotion of the awareness to help the needy. Refer to Appendix 
A <沙田堂的訪問>，116. 
51 Refer to Appendix A <沙田堂的訪問 > , 1 1 6 . 
52 There were over 20 tables arranged for the guests and congregation to taste the 'poonchoi' dinner, 
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Theological orientation of the minister in-charge 
In his view, one's Christian faith should be more outward-looking and thus Mr. Yu 
would like to take the lead and go out of the church with the church members to 
understand the needs of society.^^ John Wesley, founder of the Methodism, was said 
to demonstrate that Christians have to go to the poor, visit the inmates in prison and 
help the needy, who are living in pover ty .Moreover , he also advocated that the faith 
community should assume the role of priests and prophets in order to fight for justice 
and speak for the oppressed.^^ 
Social ministry of the Sha Tin Methodist Church is characterized by the following: 
• The minister in-charge has strong incentive to pass his passion of making social 
ministry as an integral part of the mission of the church. Thus, special talks and 
meetings have been arranged for church members. In his belief, one has to build 
up the knowledge of social responsibility and also compassionate attitude 
towards the needy; 
參 Church members can be mobilized to have a share in the administration of social 
ministry as they are willing to leave their ‘comfort zone', go to Tin Shui Wai and 
organize ‘Games Day’ for the residents there with the Tin Shui Wai Methodist 
Church; welcome 'kai fongs’ to the Church and taste ‘poonchoi，dinner; and 
organize Alpha Course for the interested people; and 
• The Church is making an attempt to co-work with the service centre of the Yang 
Memorial Methodist Social Service regarding the child care service for primary 
school pupils on weekday afternoons. This scheme is still at the stage of planning 
and it is hoped that some young church members, mostly S.7 graduates, can 
spare one hour in one/more than one afternoon, join the welfare workers and 
have contacts with the children. This trial run in 2008 is expected to start two 
months before the summer holidays begin. 
which was held in the Sha Tin Methodist College. Moreover, 'Healthy Living Carnival' has been 
organized twice for the residents of Sun Tin Wai Estate and the areas nearby. Refer to Appendix A < 
沙田堂的訪問� , 1 1 4 - 1 1 5 . 
“ R e f e r to Appendix A <沙田堂的訪問〉，116. 
Refer to Appendix A <沙田堂的訪問 > , 1 2 1 . 
Refer to Appendix A < 沙田堂的訪問〉，121. 
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5. Jubilant Grace Methodist Church 
Its historical development should be dated to the 80，s when a group of enthusiastic 
church members of the Epworth Village Methodist Church began the ministry in the 
Hing Wah Estate and established the Hing Wah Methodist Chapel, while the 
congregation of the North Point Methodist Church established Siu Sai Wan Methodist 
Chapel in 1998. The two Methodist churches united to form a new church in July, 
2001 with its site located in the Methodist Church Hong Kong Wesley College.^^ 
Back to the development of the Hing Wah Methodist Chapel, mission in the industrial 
region was started in the 80,s. The Chapel experienced gradual growth and finally 
Hing Wah Methodist Church was established in 1993. Its mission was to render 
services to the grass-roots, women and new arrivals. The Service Centre (月艮矛务坊）was 
self-staffed, financially supported by the church. It offered courses, activities and 
meeting areas for the target recipient-members. The church grew with the 
development of the Service Centre. 
There was union of the Hing Wah Methodist Church and the Siu Sai Wan Methodist 
Chapel in July, 2001 and the church was renamed as Jubilant Grace Methodist Church. 
The newly-formed church has to find out its mission with concerted resources; yet, 
the vision and mission of the Hing Wah Methodist Church has been carried and 
further developed in the Jubilant Grace Methodist Church. Actually, the Service 
Centre and its services provided are important tasks of the church, which show its 
concern for the grass-roots, new arrivals and women in Siu Sai Wan and in the 
vicinity. 57 Therefore, the development of Jubilant Grace Methodist Church has 
started since 2001 but its social ministry if dated to the time of Hing Wah Methodist 
Chapel has lasted for more than 20 years. 
Recipients of the services are mainly members of the Service Centre. In the interview, 
Rev. Lau Kin-leung indicated clearly the Church had identified the target subjects 
they would like to serve — they were residents of the district of Siu Sai Wan, including 
those living near the Chai Wan MTR station; the low-income group; new arrivals; and 
56 For the history of Jubilant Grace Methodist Church, one should note that it is the product of uniting 
two independent Methodist churches in 2001; the Hing Wah Methodist Chapel was established in 1981 
and it developed, formed Hing Wah Methodist Church in 1993;while the Siu Sai Wan Methodist 
Chapel was established by the congregation of the North Point Methodist Church in 1998. The two 
Methodist churches united at the turn of the century for more reasonable use of resources and 
anticipating better development of the church in the community. Refer to 
http://www.iginchurch.org/introduction/historv-htinl (2008/5/19). 




For the scope of services provided, there are mainly programs organized in the 
Service Centre for the members, and those who drop in and use the facilities there. It 
is said that many church members are willing to serve as voluntary workers in the 
Service Centre where they serve as instructors in the interest groups, participate in the 
c Q 
visits and assume the role of group leaders. 
Before the coming of the two traditional Chinese festivals like Mid-Autumn Festival 
and Dragon Boat Festival, all the church members are mobilized to be involved in 
visitations, during which moon-cakes and rice-dumplings are not merely gifts given to 
the members of the Service Centre during the respective festivals but taken as tokens 
of love and concern shown by the church for the target members of the centre. Rev. 
Lau reflected that there would be more than 80 voluntary helpers in these visitations 
every year.^^ 
Started from 2007, a group of young people in the church began to act as instructors 
in the Service Centre and help the primary school pupils in doing their homework 
three times a week. There were sessions for teaching and instruction, faith-sharing and 
also playing ball games in three afternoons.^^ 
Theological orientation of the minister in-charge 
Using Chapter 4 of the Gospel of Luke to illustrate, Rev. Lau said what Jesus did was 
to go to the poor, set the captive free and make the blind see — that was how he 
perceived the gospel should be like.6* He further used the examples found in the 
Gospel of John to present his view that social ministry should be part of the mission 
of the church, as both of the physical and spiritual needs of humans have to be taken 
care of. 
Social ministry of the Jubilant Grace Methodist Church is characterized by the 
following: 
58 Refer to Appendix A〈禮恩堂的訪問 > , 1 2 8 . 
59 Refer to Appendix A <禮恩堂的訪問〉，129. 
Refer to Appendix A < 禧/恩堂白勺訪P口’〉，128. Many of the instructors are students or alumnai of 
the Methodist Church Hong Kong Wesley College. 
61 Refer to Appendix A〈禱恩堂的訪問 > , 1 2 7 . 
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參 The programs and activities offered in the Service Centre are the main tasks of 
the Church regarding social ministry; 
• Church members are made up of congregations of the Hing Wah Methodist 
Church, Siu Sai Wan Methodist Chapel, and members of the Service Centre, as 
well as new-comers from the Island Resort (藍灣半島).It takes time to have 
these church members which are made up of two separate churches in the past; 
with their socio-economic status ranged from the middle-class to the grass-roots, 
A"*) 
mixed well and committed in the social ministry ； and 
參 Students of the Methodist Church Hong Kong Wesley College are involved in 
the social ministry as they join the Sunday Service of the Church, and also serve 
as the instructors in the child care program of the Service Centre. Collaboration 
among the three parties - that is the church, service centre and school has begun. 
C. Comparison of the framework of social ministry as derived from Hessel and 
Morisy and the practice of social ministry in local Methodist churches 
Purpose of making the comparison 
The following comparison aims at first, identifying if there are any parallels between 
the framework of social ministry as derived from scholars and the practice of social 
ministry as demonstrated by a few selected Methodist churches in Hong Kong; second, 
as discussed in Chapter 3, trying to find out how these Methodist churches administer 
social ministry in response to their unique contexts, which are not necessarily similar 
to the practices described by Dieter Hessel and Ann Morisy with their respective 
American and British contexts. 
Ways to do the comparison 
Five tables will be made separately to show how social ministry is administered in 
these selected churches while each of the descriptions will be put against the 
discussions of Hessel and Morisy for reference and comparison. 
1. Practice of Social Ministry of the Kwun Tong Methodist Church 
62 The challenge of providing pastoral care for congregation which came from different backgrounds 
and social status was hinted by Rev. Lau. Thus, it is not easy to mobilize the church members to 
commit in the social ministry. Yet, he also added that the participants of the Alpha Course included 
residents of the Island Resort, housing of the home-ownership scheme, as well as the public housing 
estates. Different kinds of people are invited to come to the church, to serve and to be served. Refer to 
Appendix A <禧恩堂的訪問〉，125-126. 
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Areas of discussion on social ministry and Practice of social ministry as found in the 
implementation as described by Hessel & Kwun Tong Methodist Church (mainly 
Morisy based on the data collected from the 
interview) 
Participants: Both the clergy & laity are Participants: Both the clergy & laity are 
involved. For non-Christians, people of involved in most programs. Yet, not many 
other faiths come to the church with a non-Christians come to the church to serve 
common goal, and render services to the as voluntary workers but the guest-speakers 
needy in the community. who speak at the talks in the Methodist City 
Space may not necessarily be Christians. 
Without any religious background, some of 
them may just come and share their expertise 
with the goal of contributing to society. 
Whole ministry: Liturgy, preaching and Whole ministry: Liturgy, preaching and 
pastoral care are provided in the parish, pastoral care are provided. The church was 
while there is also community work like established together with the school and social 
rendering services to meet personal needs, service centre more than 40 years ago, and 
developing community organizations, as thus it has already maintained long, close & 
well as taking public policy action. partnership working relationship with the 
other two organizations. Yet, there is no 
concrete social action taken regarding public 
policy but Rev. Lo has reflected that he would 
be prepared to act as representative of church 
to air his views on issues concerning the 
community if requested. ^^  As for social 
reform, he believes ways to build up a trusting 
relation, a channel that people can 
communicate, progress gradually and 
peacefully are to be preferred, rather than 
taking radical a c t i o n s， 
Action strategies: Responding to major Action strategies: The church keeps on 
justice or peace issues as well as the needs identifying the changing needs of the 
of the community. community. No particular issues on peace or 
justice have been raised in the interview. 
Theological-ethical orientation: Social Theological-ethical orientation: The minister 
issues are tackled within the framework of in-charge thinks social ministry should be an 
63 Refer to Appendix A <觀塘堂的訪問〉，78. 
64 Refer to Appendix A < 觀塘堂的訪問〉，79. 
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faith and ethics integral part of the mission of the church as 
the scriptures say God has mercy on the poor. 
In his understanding of liberation theology, 
faith community has to participate in social 
concern and social actions and let the power 
of the kingdom of God be felt on earth.^^ 
Long-term and short-term social Long-term and short-term social 
commitment: Carrying out sustainable commitment: The services offered to the 
community projects but also responding to poor, new arrivals and the needy will be 
sporadic needs of the community timely. continued commitment of the church. The 
scheme of 'Community Food Bank' and the 
establishment of the MCS (Methodist City 
Space), especially for the latter having the 
financial implications of raising funds that 
amount to 3-4 million dollars in the next 2 
years can be taken the vision of the church to 
meet the changing needs of the community， 
Striking a balance between polemics: Striking a balance between polemics: There 
There should be balance between word and are both proclamation and acts made by the 
deed; between corporate and individual church, which manifest the Christian faith, 
action; between public and private faith; Not only individual's faith and spirituality are 
between efforts to change structurally and the concern of the congregation and the 
acts of social service; between address to clergy, but also much concern is shown for the 
personal needs and advocacy of justice and community, the 'others', outside the church, 
peace. Yet, more emphasis is made on how to address 
the needs of individuals and their families. 
Though the minister would like to find 
peace and justice in society, he is not ready to 
take the lead and achieve structural change. 
He said clearly that he would like to see 
65 Refer to Appendix A〈觀塘堂的訪問〉，77. 
66 Though the establishment of the MCS may be taken as the initiative of the church to get more 
meeting places for church members, the setting of the MCS is not like a church but for the people 
outside the church. I will take it as an out-reaching station that welcomes the non-Christians. In the 
MCS, their spiritual needs can be met while attending different courses and they can have a chance to 
slow down, relax and think about different issues. 
67 Refer to Appendix A〈觀塘堂的訪問〉，79. 
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progress working in peace.^^ 
Wider view of discipleship: Both the ones Wider view of discipleship: Since no 
who serve and those being served get the interview has been arranged for the church 
benefits. Christian bodies are able to have members, it is not easy to imagine what 
more reflection when their faith is put into reflections they can make after serving the 
action, and they are challenged while needy. However, it is most probably that they 
having encounters with the dominant value will get much impact while having contacts 
system of society. with the needy and be more ready to live out 
their faith by serving the poor like what Jesus 
has done on earth. Rev. Lo has said the 
congregation would like to work as a team and 
so it is likely that the congregation culture is 
different from the norm, which is just caring 
about oneself, but they love to take care of the 
'others' - their neighbors. 
Having understanding of the more Having understanding of the more radical 
radical agenda of the gospel: agenda of the gospel: At the present moment, 
Consequently, Christian bodies see the the actions taken by the church are mostly 
needs to struggle against various shaping services rendered to the needy. The minister 
powers for the poor and marginalized. in-charge thinks it is not necessary to take 
radical actions but he is ready to air the 
grievances for the poor and marginalized if 
68 . necessary. 
The social ministry as manifested by the Kwun Tong Methodist Church is quite 
similar and it can match with the framework as derived from the scholars. But there 
are also differences. Some of the deviations can be summarized as the following: 
參 The working focus is made on rendering social services, rather than taking 
radical social actions; 
參 The church may be ready to speak for the oppressed but not prepared to have 
vigorous structural change/reform; and 
• The church is active in identifying the changing needs of society and making 
response to the needs. 
2. Practice of Social Ministry of the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, Hong 




Areas of discussion on social ministry and Practice of social ministry as found in the 
implementation as described by Hessel & Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, 
Morisy Hong Kong (mainly based on the data 
collected from the interview) 
Participants: Both the clergy & laity are Participants: Church members can be 
involved. For non-Christians, people of mobilized by the minister to participate in the 
other faiths come to the church with a act of helping the elderly to write their 
common goal, and render services to the reminiscence books. So both the clergy & 
needy in the community. laity are involved. Professionals or people 
who have expertise on their professions will 
be invited to speak at the 'evangelistic lunch 
meeting' every Wednesday during lunch hour. 
(But I guess most of them are Christians. 
Details that I cannot verify now.) 
Whole ministry: Liturgy, preaching and Whole ministry: On the one hand, there is 
pastoral care are provided in the parish, pastoral care provided in the church, while 
while there is also community work like liturgy and preaching are also the main 
rendering services to meet personal needs, concern of the church. On the other hand, 
developing community organizations, as services are rendered to the needy individuals 
well as taking public policy action or their families in terms of financial 
assistance or spiritual support. However, the 
Methodist Centre was not developed by the 
church. The missionary worker, Johnny, is 
employed to work in the Centre and he serves 
a bridging function between the church and 
the Methodist Centre/^ Up to the present 
moment, the church has not taken any active 
role in shaping the public policy. Yet, Rev. 
Yuen, as Chairperson of the Centre, said that 
he would ask the General Secretary of the 
Centre to speak for him at meetings if 
necessary because of Mr. Lo's good 
connection with the leader of other 
organizations. 
69 Refer to Appendix A < 香港堂的訪問 > ,90-91. 
7° Refer to Appendix A〈香港堂的訪問〉，98. 
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Action strategies: Responding to major Action strategies: More attention is paid to 
justice or peace issues as well as the needs the needs of the community. Response to 
of the community. justice and peace issues has not been 
mentioned. 
Theological-ethical orientation: Social Theological-ethical orientation: Rev. Yuen's 
issues are tackled within the framework of concern for the poor is based on his 
faith and ethics. interpretation of the gospel - the good news is 
for the people who are poor both physically 
and spiritually. 
Long-term and short-term social Long-term and short-term social 
commitment: Carrying out sustainable commitment: The church will have long-term 
community projects but also responding to commitments in the programs for the 
sporadic needs of the community timely. white-collar workers in Wan Chai and Central 
(evangelistic lunch meeting); the elderly; and 
those who need financial assistance. For 
short-term commitment, there was once the 
scheme of 'A Glass of Water'(一杯涼水）and 
it was run to cater for the financial needs of 
the people, who became unemployed and 
suffered greatly in 2002 and 2003. 
Striking a balance between polemics: Striking a balance between polemics: Both 
There should be balance between word and the church, as a corporate entity, and 
deed; between corporate and individual individual church member act and respond to 
action; between public and private faith; the needs of the community by rendering 
between efforts to change structurally and services. Their faith is not confined to the 
acts of social service; between address to church building and non-Christians can see 
personal needs and advocacy of justice and how these church-goers show concern for 
peace. others including paying visits to the elderly, 
Home for the Aged and giving financial 
assistance to the applicants who seek for help. 
However, advocacy of justice and peace has 
not been found yet. 
Wider view of discipleship: Both the ones Wider view of discipleship: The members of 
who serve and those being served get the the Joshua Fellowship should have more 
benefits. Christian bodies are able to have reflections when they are more engaged in the 
more reflection when their faith is put into worthy program with the elderly. Helping the 
action, and they are challenged while elderly to write the reminiscence books will 
having encounters with the dominant value not challenge their value system but they will 
51 
system of society. have better understanding of what is meant by 
faith in action when they have encounters with 
the elderly. (My limitation: No interviews 
have been conducted with members of that 
Fellowship.) 
Having understanding of the more Having understanding of the more radical 
radical agenda of the gospel: agenda of the gospel: The minister in-charge 
Consequently, Christian bodies see the thinks that it is difficult to have social reform 
needs to struggle against various shaping and it is already a big step forward if the 
powers for the poor and marginalized. oppressed/marginalized can be better treated.刀 
So he prefers to cater for the needs of the 
poor. For making structural change, he thinks 
it should be achieved in a gradual process. 
The social ministry as illustrated by the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, Hong 
Kong is quite distinctive as compared with the framework derived from Hessel and 
Morisy. The differences can be summarized as the following: 
• The working focus is made on rendering social services, rather than taking 
radical social actions, but the variety of services cannot be comparable to those 
offered by the Kwun Tong Methodist Church; 
• The Centre may be ready to speak out but not the church, as the minister 
in-charge and the church members are more eager to work at the frontier and 
help the needy. Moreover, they are not prepared to have vigorous structural 
change/reform; and 
• The church and the congregation are very generous, as they collect donations and 
share their fortune with the underprivileged. The sum of money given to the 
needy amounts to nearly one million dollars a year7^ 
Refer to Appendix A < 香港堂的訪問 >，97. 
72 Refer to Appendix A <香港堂的訪問 > ,93-96 . 
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3. Practice of Social Ministry of the Asbury Methodist Church 
Areas of discussion on social ministry and Practice of social ministry as found in the 
implementation as described by Hessel & Asbury Methodist Church (mainly based on 
Morisy the data collected from the interview) 
Participants: Both the clergy & laity are Participants: Both the clergy & laity are 
involved. For non-Christians, people of involved. Some of the staff of the Asbury 
other faiths come to the church with a Methodist Social Service may not be Christians 
common goal, and render services to the but they would also help in those programs 
needy in the community. jointly organized by the Centre and the Church. 
Not many occasions for non-Christians coming 
to the church and rendering services to the 
needy in the community were mentioned in the 
interview. 
Whole ministry: Liturgy, preaching and Whole ministry: Service centre and school 
pastoral care are provided in the parish, were established alongside with the church, 
while there is also community work like which could be dated to over 40 years ago. 
rendering services to meet personal needs, Lots of community work has been endeavored 
developing community organizations, as in the district of Tai Wo Han, Tsuen Wan. A 
well as taking public policy action. whole ministry is provided in the parish, which 
includes the church, service centre and two 
Methodist schools. 
Action strategies: Responding to major Action strategies: More attention is paid to the 
justice or peace issues as well as the needs needs of the community. Response to justice 
of the community. and peace issues has not been mentioned. 
Theological-ethical orientation: Social Theological-ethical orientation: In his 
issues are tackled within the framework of understanding of the teaching and life of Jesus, 
faith and ethics. Rev. Fan was moved by how Jesus showed 
mercy for the poor and the needy. Thus, he also 
felt sorry and would like to address the 
spiritual needs of the residents when he saw 
them being shocked by the two incidents of 
suicide in Kwai Chung Estate. 
Long-term and short-term social Long-term and short-term social 
commitment: Carrying out sustainable commitment: A new working group is now 
community projects but also responding to established which aims at concerting the efforts 
sporadic needs of the community timely. of the church, Asbury Methodist Social Service 
and the Methodist schools (Lee Wai Lee 
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College and the kindergarten) to build a 
'community church' and meet the needs of the 
community.73 (Or, the minister in-charge also 
means that he would like to help build a 
christianizing community.) This working group 
will be more concerned about the strategic 
planning of community work. Yet, programs 
for the new arrivals and the needy families will 
not stop. 
Striking a balance between polemics: Striking a balance between polemics: Mass 
There should be balance between word and programs and activities jointly organized by 
deed; between corporate and individual the church, school and service centre like fun 
action; between public and private faith; fair, Carnival enable the community to see how 
between efforts to change structurally and the Christians live out their faith. Proclamation 
acts of social service; between address to of the Word and having commitment in charity 
personal needs and advocacy of justice and are equally emphasized. Their religious belief 
peace. is not realized inside the church. For the 
polemics of meeting personal needs and 
fighting for justice and peace, the former has 
been given more attention. 
Wider view of discipleship: Both the ones Wider view of discipleship: One cannot 
who serve and those being served get the imagine the impact on the congregation when 
benefits. Christian bodies are able to have they have frequent contacts with the 
more reflection when their faith is put into low-income groups, new arrivals and the poor, 
action, and they are challenged while Nevertheless, most of the church members are 
having encounters with the dominant value not very well-off, so they can easily identify 
system of society. with the ones they serve and have better 
understanding of discipleship. 
Having understanding of the more Having understanding of the more radical 
radical agenda of the gospel: agenda of the gospel: When Rev. Fan was 
Consequently, Christian bodies see the asked if he would take more radical actions to 
needs to struggle against various shaping fight for social justice, he responded that he 
powers for the poor and marginalized. would not advocate violence or take radical 
actions as he thought judgment should be made 
by God.74 However, his emotions were a bit 
aroused when he recalled how the government 
73 Refer to Appendix A < 亞斯理堂的訪問〉，102. 
74 Refer to Appendix A〈亞斯理堂的訪問〉，109. 
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intends to grant a site in Kwai Chung Estate to 
another social agency to build a new service 
centre for the elderly.^^ The minister in-charge 
and the Director of the Asbury Methodist 
Social Service will not ake radical social action 
but I trust they will air their views and speak 
for the poor when they find the government 
policy is not well-formulated. 
The social ministry as administered by the Asbury Methodist Church is found to be 
most similar to the framework as derived from Hessel and Morisy. 
There are two incidents mentioned by the minister in-charge, which can be taken as a 
factual account of how a church identifies with the needy and tries to work for their 
benefits with readiness to pressurize the government to adjust the regional policy. The 
first incident was the description of how the district board of Tsuen Wan did not 
subsidize the Carnival organized by the church, centre and schools on 13 April, 
2008.76 Another one is the government's plan of setting up a new centre for the 
elderly in Kwai Chung Estate, which is considered to be not addressing the immediate 
needs of the district.?? 
The stance of the church and the minister in-charge is firm and I guess they will not 
mind reacting more vigorously against the regional administrative policy, which 
somehow resembles the advocacy of Hessel and Morisy regarding the more radical 
agenda of the gospel and how the church has to take public policy action when 
deemed necessary. However, one has to note that providing community work, and 
rendering services to the poor and the needy are the working foci of Asbury Methodist 
Church. 
4. Practice of Social Ministry of the Sha Tin Methodist Church 
Areas of discussion on social ministry and Practice of social ministry as found in the Sha 
implementation as described by Hessel & Tin Methodist Church (mainly based on the 
Morisy data collected from the interview) 
” Refer to Appendix A < 亞斯理堂的訪問 >，110-111 • In the interview, he said with much 
discontent that he would draw the attention of the public by disclosing the details to the mass media, if 
the allocation of resources and the policy made by the government are unreasonable. 
76 Refer to Appendix A <亞斯理堂的訪問〉，109-110. 
” Refer to Appendix A 〈亞斯理堂的訪問 > ,110-111. 
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Participants: Both the clergy & laity are Participants: Both the clergy & laity are 
involved. For non-Christians, people of involved. But the minister in-charge, Mr. Yu 
other faiths come to the church with a seems to be taking a more active role in 
common goal, and render services to the developing the sense of social awareness and 
needy in the community. responsibility among the congregation when 
compared with other ministers of the Methodist 
churches. For getting the non-Christians 
involved in the community work, the church 
invited nurses and medical workers to serve as 
voluntary workers during the Healthy Living 
Carnival, which had been held twice in the past 
few years. 
Whole ministry: Liturgy, preaching and Whole ministry: Liturgy, preaching and 
pastoral care are provided in the parish, pastoral care are provided in the parish, while 
while there is also community work like there is also community work like rendering 
rendering services to meet personal needs, services to the elderly in Sun Tin Wai Estate 
developing community organizations, as and in the vicinity. The order of establishment 
well as taking public policy action. of this parish was first the Sha Tin Methodist 
College, followed by the church and finally the 
service centre came. 
Action strategies: Responding to major Action strategies: The major concern of the 
justice or peace issues as well as the needs church is the needs of the community, while 
of the community. the issue of justice or peace can be on the 
agenda of the church but not much action has 
been taken yet. 
Theological-ethical orientation: Social Theological-ethical orientation: From the 
issues are tackled within the framework of Scriptures, Mr. Yu acknowledges that Christian 
faith and ethics. community should assume the role of prophet 
and priest in society. With the modeling 
influencing of John Wesley, the founder of 
Methodism, he thinks church members have to 
go to the places where there are the poor and 
needy people7^ 
Long-term and short-term social Long-term and short-term social 
commitment: Carrying out sustainable commitment: 
community projects but also responding to Concern for the elderly should be one of the 
sporadic needs of the community timely. long-term commitments of the church. The 
78 Refer to Appendix A <沙田堂的訪問 > , 1 2 1 . 
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development of the young church members 
getting involved in the child care program of 
the Service Centre can be taken as short-term 
commitment but it may become a long-term 
one and this depends on how the mission of 
having collaboration among the church, school 
and centre is shared among the three 
organizations. (Note: Most of the young church 
members are students of Sha Tin Methodist 
College.) 
Striking a balance between polemics: Striking a balance between polemics: 
There should be balance between word and Generally speaking, more attention is paid to 
deed; between corporate and individual the community work. However, the vision of 
action; between public and private faith; the minister in-charge allows him to see the 
between efforts to change structurally and church should be more outward-looking, 
acts of social service; between address to Hence, he will encourage the congregation to 
personal needs and advocacy of justice and speak out with him when there are issues of 
peace. justice that should be vocalized. At the present 
stage, Mr. Yu is trying to develop the kind of 
climate that there is caring fellowship in the 
church, but there is also care and concern for 
the matters outside of the church. 
Wider view of discipleship: Both the ones Wider view of discipleship: Since no 
who serve and those being served get the interview has been arranged for the church 
benefits. Christian bodies are able to have members, it is not easy to imagine what 
more reflection when their faith is put into reflections they can make after serving the 
action, and they are challenged while needy. However, it is most probably that they 
having encounters with the dominant value will get much impact while having contacts 
system of society. with the needy in Tin Shui Wai, with the 
people in mainland China; and be more ready 
to live out their faith by serving the poor like 
what Jesus has done on earth. 
Having understanding of the more Having understanding of the more radical 
radical agenda of the gospel: agenda of the gospel: Faced with various 
Consequently, Christian bodies see the issues concerning the publication of unlawful 
needs to struggle against various shaping snapshots of artists' privacy, legislation which 
powers for the poor and marginalized. may encourage gambling and consultation of 
public affairs, church members are encouraged 
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to write letters of complaint to the right 
government departments to show the stance of 
the church on those issues/^ Their acts cannot 
be taken as radical. With the guidance of the 
minister in-charge, church members are not 
silent and they would like to have a say in 
public policy action. 
To make some comparison, its variety of social services rendered to the community 
cannot be compared with the commitments made by the Kwun Tong Methodist 
Church, or the Asbury Methodist Church. The scope of services is mainly confined to 
the mission of elderly, while the target subjects are largely the dwellers of the two 
Homes of the Elderly in Sun Tin Wai Estate. The Healthy Living Carnival and 
‘poonchoi, dinner are some attempts to make contacts with the ‘kai fongs' in the 
district. These activities can help build the image of the church, which is open to the 
community. 
The partnership relation seems to be stronger between the church and the school while 
the historical development of the three organizations may account for this 
phenomenon. The school was first built in Sun Tin Wai Estate in the 80's, followed by 
the establishment of the Sha Tin Methodist Chapel with the Service Centre developed 
at a later stage. Nevertheless, social ministry in the Sha Tin Methodist Church has 
potentials to be further developed if one takes into consideration of the vision and 
commitment of the minister in-charge. 
When compared with the framework as derived from scholars, the implementation of 
social ministry in the Sha Tin Methodist Church is characterized by its having various 
elements as described by Hessel and Morisy. However, there is no radical action taken 
just like what one cannot find in other Methodist churches in Hong Kong. In this 
church, the minister in-charge will encourage the church members to air their views 
on public affairs as what a civic-minded citizen should do. To be sure, he also sends 
letters of complaint as a group with members of the congregation to the government 
departments for building up a better society. The observation found in Sha Tin 
Methodist Church seems to suggest that the role of the clergy is significant in the 
practice of social ministry. 
79 Refer to Appendix A <沙田堂的訪問 > , 1 1 6 . 
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5. Practice of Social Ministry of the Jubilant Grace Tin Methodist Church 
Areas of discussion on social ministry and Practice of social ministry as found in the 
implementation as described by Hessel & Jubilant Grace Methodist Church (mainly 
Morisy based on the data collected from the interview) 
Participants: Both the clergy & laity are Participants: Both the clergy & laity are 
involved. For non-Christians, people of involved. Most of the people who help in the 
other faiths come to the church with a social ministry are Christians, 
common goal, and render services to the 
needy in the community. 
Whole ministry: Liturgy, preaching and Whole ministry: Liturgy, preaching and 
pastoral care are provided in the parish, pastoral care are provided in the parish, while 
while there is also community work like there is also community work like rendering 
rendering services to meet personal needs, services to meet personal needs. The Service 
developing community organizations, as Centre is the unit fully funded by the church to 
well as taking public policy action. cater for the various needs of the low-income 
groups, new arrivals and women. Taking public 
policy action is not the working focus of the 
church. 
Action strategies: Responding to major Action strategies: Responding to the needs of 
justice or peace issues as well as the needs the community, 
of the community. 
Theological-ethical orientation: Social Theological-ethical orientation: The minister 
issues are tackled within the framework of in-charge, Rev. Lau presents his holistic views 
faith and ethics. on the gospel that it should address both the 
physical and spiritual needs of humans. The 
concern for the poor, the bewildered and the 
sick is shown from the teaching of Jesus 
Christ, and how He interacts with humans and 
the various healing stories. ^^  Thus he is 
motivated to take care of different programs 
and people in the church. 
Long-term and short-term social Long-term and short-term social 
commitment: Carrying out sustainable commitment: Services rendered in the Service 
community projects but also responding to Centre belong to long-term social commitment 
sporadic needs of the community timely. of the church. 
Striking a balance between polemics: Striking a balance between polemics: 
' ' R e f e r to Appendix A < 禱恩堂的訪問 > , 1 2 7 . 
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There should be balance between word and The major concern of the church is made on 
deed; between corporate and individual the needs of the community as the clergy and 
action; between public and private faith; laity have got very clear idea of whom they 
between efforts to change structurally and will serve 一 they are the low-income groups 
acts of social service; between address to new arrivals and women. The issues of peace 
personal needs and advocacy of justice and and justice have not been mentioned in the 
peace. interview. 
Wider view of discipleship: Both the ones Wider view of discipleship: It is likely that the 
who serve and those being served get the participants in offering services to the needy 
benefits. Christian bodies are able to have can have more reflection when their faith is put 
more reflection when their faith is put into into action, but no data was collected in this 
action, and they are challenged while respect in the interview, 
having encounters with the dominant value 
system of society. 
Having understanding of the more Having understanding of the more radical 
radical agenda of the gospel: agenda of the gospel: Though the minister 
Consequently, Christian bodies see the in-charge understands the more radical agenda 
needs to struggle against various shaping of the gospel, the major concern is made for 
powers for the poor and marginalized. the community work and services for the 
needy. 
The social ministry as practiced in Jubilant Grace Methodist Church is characterized 
by its persistent care for the poor, the new arrivals and needy families. Similar to other 
Methodist churches, the major concern of this church is to provide services for the 
needy in the community, whereas the minister in-charge and the congregation have no 
intention to fight for justice and peace. Nevertheless, Rev. Lau Kin-leung said he 
would take action to express his discontent when the poor were oppressed, but then 
• _ • 81 his concern was basically to take care of the services provided in the Service Centre. 
The church makes an effort to identify its particular role in the community and the 
ministry implemented shows its uniqueness. 
D. Discussion on social ministry as administered in Methodist churches in Hong 
Kong 
1. New understanding of 'social ministry' after the study 
By using the research questions raised in Chapter 3, I would like to find out how the 
81 Refer to Appendix A < 禧恩堂的訪問 > , 1 3 1 . 
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local Methodist churches administer social ministry, and also in what way they differ 
from the framework of social ministry as derived from Dieter Hessel and Ann Morisy. 
When these questions are raised, I have made certain assumptions. First, the 
descriptions on social ministry by Hessel and Morisy should be made out of unique 
social contexts, which should be quite different from the situation in Hong Kong. In 
other words, my findings of social ministry in Hong Kong should not necessarily be 
the same. Thus, the aim of this study is to develop a unique model of social ministry 
as exemplified by Methodist churches in Hong Kong. 
Regarding the implementation of social ministry in Methodist churches in Hong Kong, 
the framework of Hessel and Morisy has been used and compared against, which has 
been described in Part C of this chapter. In order not to overlap what has been 
mentioned, I would like to put forward the following as my response to the research 
questions - (1) What kinds of social ministry do these Methodist churches administer 
and how do they respond to the needs of the local contexts?; (2) In what way is their 
faith in action different from the advocate of Hessel and Morisy? 
First, for the similarity social ministry as manifested in all the Methodist churches 
under study is one which caters for the needs of the poor, the elderly and the 
underprivileged. Both the minister and the lay people are involved in the community 
work. When the minister in-charge was asked about the reason why they were so 
committed in the services for the needy, each of them shared with me a similar story, 
it is due to the word and deed of Jesus Christ, and how He went to the poor, healed the 
sick and comforted the perplexed. Hence, they would like to follow-suit. Moreover, 
similar to the description made by Hessel and Morisy, there were both long-term and 
short-term social commitments in these Methodist churches. Thus, I have to admit 
there is resemblance between the 'Hessel-Morisy model' and the practice of social 
ministry in Methodist churches in Hong Kong. 
Second, the major difference is found in the lack of taking radical actions in the 
administration of social ministry. Both Hessel and Morisy indicate that it is necessary 
to have social reform when the issues of peace and justice are addressed. If there is 
not any structural change, the poor and the marginalized will keep being oppressed. 
Thus, it is their reason for taking more radical and vigorous social actions. Alongside 
with the provision of community work that caters for personal needs, Hessel and 
Morisy advocate that church and its people have to fight for justice and peace as well 
as take actions regarding public policy. Nevertheless, the implementation of social 
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ministry as found in the Methodist churches that have been studied does not indicate 
or imply such a need or urgency. This phenomenon is taken to be the major deviation. 
Why do these ministers just focus their concern on the provision of services to meet 
the personal needs of the poor, instead of dealing with the 'structural sin'? It may be 
due to the law and order and economy of Hong Kong, which is taken to be a safe city. 
It is not my intention to imply that the social contexts in which Hessel and Morisy 
develop their theory are unjust, or full of unrests. However, neither do I use the 
condition of Hong Kong as an excuse to explain why the local churches do not 
challenge the powers, or fight for the well-being of the poor. Let's look at what kind 
of city Hong Kong is. The following is a factual account of the law and order, as well 
as economic condition of Hong Kong. 
According to ‘Hong Kong 2002,, Hong Kong is one of the safest cities in the world. 
The overall crime rate, i.e. the total number of crimes for 100,000 population, is lower 
82 
than Tokyo, Toronto and other metropolitan cities. The overall crime rate and 
violent crime rate increased moderately by 3 per cent and 3.4 per cent respectively 
when compared with 2001, while these crime rates were correspondingly the and 
2nd lowest in 29 years.^^ Generally speaking, Hong Kong is the place where the 
police force is modernized and the legal framework can provide the law enforcement 
R4 
agency with adequate power to prevent and combat crime. Again, Hong Kong is not 
the target of terrorist attack. With reference to ‘Hong Kong 2006,, Hong Kong 
85 
continues to be one of the safest places in the world in which to live and work. 
In the 2008 Index of Economic Freedom, which was jointly published by the Heritage 
Foundation and Wall Street Journal, Hong Kong has been ranked the world's freest 
economy for the consecutive year，The 2008 Index of Economic Freedom 
measures the degree of economic freedom of 157 economies across 10 specific factors 
like business freedom, trade freedom, investment freedom, financial freedom, 
property rights and so on. In an increasingly competitive global economy, Hong Kong 
can enjoy much prosperity in a largely corruption-free government, with great 
economic freedom and strong economic fundamentals that earn Hong Kong ranked 
a n 
the top “Asian City of the Future" in the rankings by fDi Magazine in January 2008. 
82 Refer to 'Hong Kong 2002'. http://www.yearbook.gov.hk/2002/ehtml/e16-framc.htm (2008/5/21). 
83 Refer to 'Hong Kong 2002'. http://www. yearbook.gov.hk/2002/ehtml/e 16-frame .htm (2008/5/21). 
84 Refer to ‘Hong Kong 2001，. http://www.yearbook.gov.hk/2QQl/ehtiTil/18/ (2008/5/21). 
85 Refer to 'Hong Kong 2006'. http://www.yearbook.gov.hk/2006/en/l 6 01 .htm (2008/6/25). 
86 "Hong Kong Ranked as World's Freest Economy for 14* Consecutive Year," e-Hong Kong Issue 48 
(2008). Refer to http://www.hketosf.gQv.hk/sf/ehk/ehongkong48/Freest-econoiriv.htm (2008/5/21). 
87 "Hong Kong Ranked as World's Freest Economy for Consecutive Year," e-Hong Kong Issue 48 
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Hong Kong is not run by a democratic government and no one knows when there will 
be general election, but people living in Hong Kong enjoy great freedom, live in a 
safe city and the economic condition is much better than its neighboring cities. 
Moreover, the administration of the HKSAR government can provide the citizens 
with a politically stable and comparatively free environment. Therefore, there is no 
urgent need for the church to fight for justice and peace. Nevertheless, faith 
communities, like all the citizens of Hong Kong have the duty and right to air their 
views and have a part in the making of policies, especially those concerning regional 
matters. 
In response to the second research question - ‘In what way is their faith in action 
different from the advocate of Hessel & Morisy?’，my argument is as follow: 
The framework developed by Hessel & Morisy has their own right, while the social 
ministry practiced by the Methodist churches may resemble some key features. 
However, it is not necessary, unreasonable and impractical to expect ‘social ministry' 
to be implemented in a uniform way in different places. I believe the church, as the 
servant of God, should identify the needs of the people whom they are going to serve, 
set up timely strategic plans to meet their specific needs in a particular local social 
context. Therefore, the five churches are having social commitments in their 
respective communities, which may differ from the churches in other districts, cities 
and countries . 
Hence, for the first research question — 'What kinds of social ministry do the 
Methodist churches in Hong Kong administer; and how do they respond to the needs 
of their local contexts?', I would like to outline what has been discussed in Part B of 
this chapter and then put forward what I derive after comparing the practice of social 
ministry in these five Methodist churches. 
2. Each church is unique — one has to accept the differences found in the practice of 
social ministry in individual churches 
There are four major areas which I think make the five churches differentiate from 
one another, namely the historical background of the church; congregational culture 
& socio-economic status of the church members; the community in which the church 
situated', as well as the personal orientation and leadership style of the minister 
in-charge. 
(2008). Refer to http://www.hketosf.gov.hk/sf/ehk/ehongkong48/freest-econoinv.htm (2008/5/21). 
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In the following discussion I would like to highlight some of my remarks on these 
churches, mainly based on the conversation with their minister in-charge 
The church with the greatest passion and potentials - 'Kwun Tong' 
• There is high level of congregation participation in the social services rendered 
to the community. Missionary workers of the church, social workers of the 
Service Centre and church members form a service team, which pays visits to the 
needy every Thursday during the day and the evening.^^ 
• The church is forward-looking, trying to identify the future serving needs and the 
establishment of the Methodist City Space (MCS) in 2007 is good illustration 卯 
參 The church is able to meet the changing needs of the community: e.g. provision 
of clinic, education (60，s); programs for the new arrivals (80，s & 90’s); setting up 
of the elderly service centre in Lam Tin (2000); and establishment of the 
Methodist City Space (2007).^^ 
The church and the minister in-charge may not be submissive — 'Asbury' 
The church is always willing to work collaboratively with the District Board and the 
Social Welfare Department regarding issues of social services. 
However, when the minister in-charge found that the regional policy was not 
reasonable, he showed his discontent by writing letter of complaint and also be ready 
to take more radical action like disclosing details of the issues to the mass media in 
92 
order to exert pressure on the government department. 
Among the five ministers and having considered their viewpoints as well as how they 
present their views, Rev. Fan of the Asbury was taken to be the most "radical" in 
expressing his discontent in interacting with government departments and district 
board members on the allocation of government resources. Apart from striving to get 
88 For easy reference, each church will be given an abbreviation. 'Kwun Tong' for Kwun Tong 
Methodist Church; 'Hong Kong' for Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, Hong Kong; 'Asbury' for 
Asbury Methodist Church; 'Sha Tin' for Sha Tin Methodist Church; and 'Jubilant Grace' for Jubilant 
Grace Methodist Church. 
89 Refer to Appendix A < 觀塘堂的訪問〉，75-76. 
9° Refer to Appendix A < 觀塘堂的訪問 > ,80-81 . 
91 Refer to Appendix A <觀塘堂的訪問〉，75-76. 
92 Refer to Appendix A <亞斯理堂的訪問〉，109-111. The "anger" of the minister came from two 
incidents. On one occasion, the Centre was taken to be not belonging to the district of Tsuen Wan and 
thus no subsidy is given for a mass program. In another case, the Social Welfare Department intends to 
let another welfare agency establish a centre for the elderly. The minister thinks that the more urgent 
need is to establish a children & youth centre because of there are many children and teenagers in the 
new Kwai Chung Estate. Moreover, if a new centre for the elderly is to be established, the site should 
be given to Asbury as it has got one, while a new site can further enhance its services for the elderly in 
Kwai Chung Estate. 
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more resources for the Asbury Methodist Social Service, actions of the minister 
show that he is eager to struggle and work for the benefits of the great number of 
teenagers and children of Kwai Chung Estate. 
As a brief conclusion, ‘Kwun Tong’ and ‘Asbury’ have the longest history of having 
church development together with social service and education when compared with 
the other three churches. Thus, it is easy to understand why there are various services 
offered to the community in the past 40 years or so. Moreover, in these two churches, 
the church, centre and the school are located in the same site. On the one hand, this 
may easily lead to tension and conflicts when the three units have to share the limited 
space and facilities. On the other hand, there can be more understanding, 
collaboration and mutual support while organizing mass programs since they are good 
neighbors to one another. In addition, the communities of Kwun Tong and Tai Wo Hau 
are in the districts where there are families of the grass-roots, the elderly, new arrivals 
and single-parent families. The social contexts in which the churches are located bring 
about lots of needs, and these two churches keep on having strategies to reach-out and 
respond to the needs of the local social contexts. 
To differentiate in greater details, Kwun Tong has got drastic changes in recent years. 
Many business buildings and shopping arcades have been built in Kwun Tong and it is 
not merely an industrial district. Thus, the minister and congregation of the Kwun 
Tong Methodist Church developed the idea of city mission to meet the spiritual needs 
of the people who work in Kwun Tong, and established the Methodist City Space at 
the Kwun Tong View. Similarly, there are changes in Tai Wo Hau. Unlike the change 
in the city planning of Kwun Tong, Kwai Chung Estate has been re-built in Tai Wo 
Hau having close proximity with the Asbury Methodist Church. The residents who 
have currently moved in become the targets that the church offers its social services. 
The church which is willing to share its fortune with its neighbors - 'Hong Kong' 
Apart from rendering services which cater for others physical and spiritual needs, 
'Hong Kong' is a church, which is so generous and willing to share its fortune with 
the students who have difficulty in paying the high tuition fees, or those who lost their 
jobs and cannot support their lives and their family. The amount of money given to 
the needy is about a million dollars every year，^ 
The comparatively high socio-economic status of the church members is an advantage 
to social ministry, if they are generous and willing to share what they have with the 
93 Refer to Appendix A〈香港堂的訪問〉，93-95. 
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have-nots. Besides, many of them do not just make donations and their enthusiastic 
participation in helping the elderly to write their reminiscence books show their 
concern for the marginalized in the district. 
Thus, the data got from 'Hong Kong' cannot be found in the framework of Hessel and 
Morisy. I think the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai, Hong Kong has its own 
unique way of implementing social ministry, which is to be noted and commended. 
The church which is eager to learn - 'Sha Tin’ 
Considering the scope of services and the level of participation by church members, 
this church cannot be comparable to ‘Kwun Tong' or ‘Asbury’. But it is eager to learn 
with the commitment of the minister in-charge in social ministry. Thus, church 
members are given the chance to attend talks on public affairs; go to Tin Shui Wai and 
work with the congregation of the Tin Shui Wai Methodist Church; and write letters 
of complaint to government departments in the hope of having a say in the 
formulation of government policy.94 I may go to generalization if ‘Sha Tin’ is 
regarded as a learning organization, if I just take a few instances and make this 
comment. However, there is a point that I would like to put forward — the leadership 
style of the minister is important in shaping the direction of a church. 
Leadership style & family background of the ministers are found to be 
significant in - ‘Kwun Tong', 'Hong Kong', ‘Asbury’ & ‘Sha Tin’ 
Minister of ‘Kwun Tong': He joined the church functions as a voluntary worker when 
he was just a primary school pupil; he learned to serve when he was very young and 
he was one of the 'kai fongs' living in the vicinity. He is not only the spiritual leader, 
the church is also led to become forward-looking and always be ready to identify its 
role in the community. 
Minister of 'Hong Kong': He came from a grass-root family and he knew by 
experiencing what is meant by poverty. With his appeal made in church, 
congregations are generous in making donations so that the needy individuals and 
families get financial assistance. With his leadership and encouragement, some "inert" 
church members find out their roles in church, become active again and commit 
themselves in some worthy projects for the elderly. 
Minister of 'Asbury': As influenced by his minister-father and experienced lots of 
94 Refer to Appendix A〈沙田堂的訪問 >,116-117. 
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hardship during the Cultural Revolution in the mainland China, the minister has 
empathy and be able to share the feelings of the new arrivals. 
Minister of ‘Sha Tin': He, being member of the Social Concern Group of the 
Methodist Church, Hong Kong, leads the church members to get into the learning 
platform of social ministry by means of arranging talks, site visits and different 
programs for the needy. 
Therefore, the leadership style of the minister is also significant in shaping or 
directing social ministry in a church, but this is not included in the framework of 
Hessel and Morisy. 
In the above section, I would like to identify the distinctive features found in the 
analysis of the five Methodist churches, apart from stating how they differ from the 
framework of Hessel and Morisy. As the sub-heading, 'each church is unique — one 
has to accept the differences' suggests, I have to accept there are differences among 
these churches as there are various factors significant in the administration of social 
ministry in respective churches. 
In Chapter 5 I would like to have a round-up of what has been discussed in this 
chapter, and attempt to make an account of the influence made by the denomination, 
Methodist Church, Hong Kong on individual Methodist churches regarding their 




In considering the factors which shape the direction and affect the implementation of 
social ministry in different local Methodist churches, I would like to differentiate 
the factors which are significant in all the churches being studied, from those just 
applicable to some churches. 
A. Factors applicable to all of the churches 
1. Influence of the denomination 
All the Methodist churches are subsidiaries of the Methodist Church, Hong Kong. All 
of them share the same mission of having an integration of evangelistic activities, 
education and social services as a commitment in society of Hong Kong. With the 
spirit of the mission shared by all the congregations of the Methodist churches in 
Hong Kong, the controversy of whether a church should have social concern will not 
appear in their agenda. Thus, the direction of each local church should be more or less 
the same — it should be engaged in a whole ministry as stipulated in the framework 
derived from Hessel and Morisy. Yet, the deviation can be found in its weighting, 
scope of services and whether more radical social actions will be taken. 
Besides, the historical heritage from the founder of Methodism, John Wesley, is also a 
significant factor that should not be missed. Even in the early 1730's, the Oxford 
Methodists spent lots of their time, money and energy in ministry to the poor 一 
educating the children in the work houses, taking food to the needy, or visiting the 
inmates in prison.丨 Wesley and his followers had great commitment in charity. 
Wesley traveled a lot to preach the gospel. During his preaching journey, he visited 
poor families, factories, workhouses, hospitals and prisons, from which he understood 
the multiplicity and severity of the problems of poverty in different parts of his 
country. In order to help the poor, funds were raised from friends and relatives 
regularly from the "class meeting" of the Methodist Societies. The collective 
contributions were then distributed to the poor in the form of cash, clothing, food, fuel 
or medicine.2 One can also state that the Methodist churches of Hong Kong in the 
‘Richard P. Heitzenrater, Wesley and the People Called Methodists (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1995), 
125. 
2 Manfred Marquardt, John Wesley 's Social Ethics: Praxis and Principles, trans. John E. Steely and W. 
Stephen Gunter (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1992), 28. 
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21 St century are in one way or another under the influence of John Wesley and the 
provision of social services for the needy is one of the tasks of the church. 
2. Social services offered in both the corporate and individual mode 
This applies to the churches which developed their social service centre together with 
their own church establishment. Epworth Village Methodist Church, Asbury 
Methodist Church and Kwun Tong Methodist Church are three good examples? As 
bearing witness as a corporate entity, the social service centre which now gets most of 
the funds from the government provides a variety of services to the needy in the 
community. On the other hand, individuals of the congregation also render their 
services to the poor or marginalized as they complete the tasks of the church. 
Certainly, the congregations of the church can work collaboratively with the staff of 
the school and social service center, and this is commonly found in the cases that the 
church，school and/ social service centre use the same site. 
3. Actions to be taken: it is possible to have both social service and societal 
transformation 
With reference to the conversations with the minister in-charge of the five churches, 
all of them say that the church and congregations are willing to share with the 
community their time, money and energy to meet the needs of the poor, elderly and 
the marginalized. Though they prefer to make progress gradually, most of them 
clearly state that they are ready to air their views and speak for the oppressed when 
the government policies are unacceptable. To have a better society is their target and 
they will not keep quiet when injustice and oppression prevail. 
4. Historical development of the church 
Using the Kwun Tong Methodist Church to illustrate, a variety of services had been 
developed in the past 45 years to cater for the different needs of the community, and 
there was good collaboration among the church, social service centre and school. 
Thus, one can expect the church to keep on identifying its role in the community and 
trying to meet the changing needs of Kwun Tong. After developing the city mission, 
the church and its people will consider what will be their next working focus. 
3 Refer to Appendix B, 133. In this table, whether the 24 local Methodist churches develop with social 
service centre or school in their respective districts is illustrated for reference. 
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5. Needs of the community 
Since the low-income families, women and new arrivals are the designated target 
groups that receive the services, the Service Centre of the Jubilant Grace Methodist 
Church offer different programs like interest groups, talks and recreational activities 
to their members. This example shows that the needs of the community, which is in 
the district of Siu Sai Wan in this case, affect the direction of social ministry in the 
church. 
6. Culture of the congregation 
Since the congregation of the Kwun Tong Methodist Church is a very cohesive 
Christian body which has a strong sense of ownership, there is high level of 
participation in the social ministry. Hence, there are teams paying visitations to the 
needy families in the district and students' families of the Kwun Tong Methodist 
Kindergarten on Thursdays. Besides, mass programs can get great support from the 
congregation. 
7. Leadership style, family background and vision of the minister 
The family background of Rev. Yuen of the Chinese Methodist Church, Wan Chai 
enabled the minister to understand the implications of poverty when he was still very 
young. In turn, his empathy with the poor makes him take an active role in initiating 
and participating in different charitable work of the church. 
His leadership is a significant factor that makes the church members active again. He 
is the key person that facilitates the establishment and development of the Joshua 
� Fellowship, which is now undertaking a worthy project entitled, “共倉丨J不老傳耆,， 
with the social workers of the Methodist Centre for over 30 elderly in the district. 
His vision and mission that built up from the scriptures allow him to emulate the 
foot-step of Jesus Christ, who always goes to the poor, heals the sick and comforts the 
bewildered. 
B. Factors applicable to some of the churches 
There is factor significant in the administration of social ministry in local churches, 
but only applicable to some churches. 
7 0 
Considering the factor of ecumenicity, there are only two churches having consistent 
collaboration with other Christian bodies while implementing their social ministry. 
They are the Asbury Methodist Church, which work with the SKH The Crown of 
Thorns Church and the CCC Kwai Chung Chuen Yuen Church in the scheme of "The 
Lady Army of the Kingdom of God"(天國木蘭軍）co-organized with the Ladder 
Mission. The evangelistic lunch meetings offered by the Chinese Methodist Church, 
Wan Chai are co-organized with the Central Gospel Mission, Ltd. 
For the rest of the churches being studied, they mostly administer their social ministry 
with their respective social service centre or school, and there is no collaboration with 
other Christian bodies or organizations of other faiths. The factor of ecumenicity is 
not significant in their practice of social ministry. 
C. Concluding remarks 
The aims of having this church study are largely achieved. First, how the five 
Methodist churches administer their social ministry is reflected by their unique 
presentations of how they respond to the vocation of God with their congregation and 
clergy, and their way in realizing the mission statement as stipulated by the 
denomination. Second, while comparing how the church members are practicing 
social ministry with the model of Hessel and Morisy, the similarities and deviation 
have been discussed. The local churches try to be sensitive to the changes in the social 
contexts, and meet the specific needs of the community while administering social 
ministry. Having considered the heavy work load and theological support of the 
ministers in-charge, it is my genuine feeling that they have already applied themselves 
and worked to their capcity in the integration of evangelistic activities, education and 
social service. Hence, taking a lead in social reforms may be too demanding for them. 
Drawing to the end of the paper, I would like to add the insight of Tim Chester, which 
I think is quite interesting.'^ First he argues whether God is 'biased to the poor’ and he 
finally concludes that in a sinful world where life is biased toward the wealthy and the 
powerful, God's action can be perceived as a counter-bias. Thus, what the churches 
and their people are doing for the poor and the needy is not biased to them, but just a 
counter-bias to the ones who get the much larger share of the city's prosperity. 
End of the Paper 
4 Tim Chester, Good News to the Poor: Sharing the gospel through social involvement (Leicester: 



















































































































社會的政治參與’全方位的讓上帝的國產生影響力。佢地對Kingdom of God的 
理解唔係n甘靈意化，係實際上在地上的影響力。 
















































































































































































































































































































































































五個centre _灣仔區，包括一 D老人日間概服務喇，俾佢地活動呀、俾佢地做 
健康體適能概活動喇。甚至一 D老人家需要我地一 D送飯呀，有一些就早上、 














































































































































































有一 D n甘概需要，弟兄姊妹就會奉獻架喇。每年我地教會將D錢點S，話俾弟 
兄姊妹聽，（佢地)大約知道我地點樣駛D錢，佢地就會定期奉獻囉。耐唔耐梗係 
會鼓勵弟兄姊妹有什麼遺產...(笑著說)我地都會做吓依D m。我地都唔係好多柑 
講概，不過有陣時，有D issue你都會，有一 D，嗱，好特別慨，你即刻有回應， 
其實已經係一種教育尼架。譬如雪災有回應，D人貧窮、失業，我地有回應。教 
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亞斯理堂的訪問 
曰期：2 0 0 8年4月1 0曰 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































到一 D m。我地亦唔駛用好多錢、時間去籌備，淨係入去同佢地玩，同佢地一 





















































































陳：每一個 General Staff Meeting ？ 

































































































































































人。你話佢基層啦，定係中產或以上呢，佢地又唔係崎！佢地可能係 i n between 
中間概，D甘你亦都係一個對象。所以尤其是係對於一啲年青人，佢地一D的背景 
比較好喊家庭，其實有時各方面各類型概教導都要有。而唔係純粹話「啊你生活 





欣、富怡。當初服務坊點解都有一會員要曜呢？就係有啲概教友我地都會• • • 
我地既然向公眾宣傳，我地都唔會禁止佢地哦。柑但係我地06年都開始推動一 
個 . • • 0 5啦0 5啦！ 05年推動一個青成夫婦宣教計劃，卩旣時候呢係一個product� 
就係啓發課程。我地搞過嘉年華會啦，搞過兒童暑期班啦，亦都搞過呢個啓發課 
程啦！啓發課程完te喇，柑就用「不一樣的生命」去做跟進栽培啦！ _其實呢一 ’ 












1 2 6 
劉：哦！福音概本質哦架麻呢個就係！福音嚷本質，概nature就係要啦人群麟當 
中•主耶穌嚟到呢個世界唔係好似一個神學家Karl Barth早期概講法，佢活主耶 
穌_到呢個世界就好似一個 tangent l i n e �係同一個c i r c l e只係接觸一點.而係去 




























































































































































陳：即係服務卩旣性質、內容、規模，都係同禧恩好唔同顿，D甘而又値得去螺• • • 
即係你唔好理我以前去過邊一間，會診起邊一間？ 
劉：神愛堂啦！因爲佢嗰個喊食物銀行啦，n甘同埋佢亦都係翠屏顿啦！其實我以 ’ 













The following table shows whether the 24 Methodist churches have worked alongside 
with school and/or social service centre during/after their establishment: 
Church Social School Remarks 
Service 
Centre 
Kwun Tong Methodist Yes Yes The 3 units were developed more 
Church (KT) or less the same time 
Chinese Methodist Church, Yes Yes The kindergarten was developed as 
Wan Chai (CMC) a subsidiary of the Centre 
Asbury Methodist Church Yes Yes Similar to KT 
Sha Tin Methodist Church Yes Yes 
Jubilant Grace M. Church Yes Yes 
Epworth Village M. Church Yes Yes Similar to KT 
Chinese M. Church, NP No Yes 
NP Methodist Church No Yes 
Church of the Saviour No No 
Shau Kei Wan M. Church No Yes 
Agape Methodist Church Yes No Centre established in 2007, 
transferred from KT 
Faith Methodist Church No Yes Started to have Sunday Service 
held in a Methodist school in 2007 
Grace Methodist Church No Yes 
Kowloon M. Church No Yes 
Lam Tin M. Church No Yes 
Lai Yiu Methodist Church No Yes 
Ma On Shan M. Church No Yes 
Tseung Kwan O M. Church No Yes 
Tai Po Methodist Church No Yes 
Tin Shui Wai M. Church Yes Yes 
Ward Memorial M. Church Yes Yes Similar to CMC 
Kwong Yuen M. Chapel No Yes 
1 3 3 
Lei Yue Mun M. Chape丨 No Yes 
Ap Lei Chau M. Church Yes No 
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